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Abstract 
III this thesis we are going to study the deformations of compact complex mani-
folds and pseudoconvex C R manifolds. The existence and the completeness theo-
rems for complex analytic family of compact complex manifolds, originally worked 
out by Kodaira and Spencer [8], will be proved by applying the analysis of the 
complex Laplacian. Then, we will study partially complex manifolds, in partic-
ular C R manifolds, together with their d complexes. The upper semi-continuity 
theorems for both families of complex manifolds and C R manifolds will be proved 
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In this thesis we are going to study the deformations of compact complex man-
ifolds and of compact strongly pseiidoconvex C R manifolds. W e first introduce 
the concept of a differentiable family of compact complex manifolds, in which 
the complex structures vary only differentiably with the given parameters. Such 
variation can be measured by the infinitesimal deformation, studied in Chapter 
2，with the help of sheaf language. This measurement should serve as a derivative 
for the family with respect to the parameter. Thus, a zero infinitesimal defor-
mation should imply a locally trivial family, or in other words, a family which 
is locally a product of a fixed manifold Mq with a sub domain of the parameter 
space. Unfortunately, such implication does not hold in general, and Kodaira and 
Spencer [8] managed to establish this result for complex analytic families under 
an extra assumption on the dimension of 0^). 
Chapter 3 aims at the following existence theorem of a complex analytic fam-
ily: Given a compact manifold M and an element 0 G 6), we want to 
construct a family M containing M and whose infinitesimal deformation at 0 is 
9. The result that, once such a family is established, the Lie bracket [^ (0), ^ (0) 
must vanish in 6), gives a hint that the construction of the family can 
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be made possible by placing suitable assumption(s) on 0). In the paper 
of Kodaira and Spencer [8], they managed to do so by assuming 0) = 0， 
and applying the Newlander-Nirenberg theorem [12] to the resulting integrable 
almost complex structures. 
One central problem in this deformation theory is to determine all local deforma-
tions of complex structures associated to a given compact complex manifold M. 
To address this question properly, one looks for a complete family containing the 
manifold in question, by which one means that locally the family should contain 
all possible deformations of the given manifold. W e will prove a completeness 
theorem which gives a sufficient condition for a complex analytic family to be 
complete. Then, the concepts of effective parameters and moduli are introduced. 
Both of them are related to the quantity dim 9), and together they give a 
count of all local deformations of complex structures on compact complex mani-
folds. All these are the main topics of Chapter 4. 
In Chapter 5 we focus on partially complex manifolds, and in particular on 
C R manifolds. W e first introduce the extrinsic notion of partially complex man-
ifolds and their tangential complexes. Then we define abstract C R manifolds 
and build up a cohomology theory from their d complexes. Further, we intro-
duce the Levi form and restrict to strongly pseudoconvex C R manifolds, where 
we can develop a theory of harmonic forms. Differentiable families of compact 
strongly pseudoconvex C R manifolds will then be studied, and a corresponding 
upper semi-continuity theorem will be proved in Chapter 6, in parallel with a 
similar result for the compact complex manifolds. 
In Chapter 6 we study the basic properties of the Laplacians on complex and 
C R manifolds, and illustrate the applications of harmonic theory to some stabil-
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ity theorems. Roughly speaking, the two Laplacians on complex manifolds and 
on C R manifolds are rather different: one is strongly elliptic and the other is 
subelliptic. To better streamline our discussion, some of the arguments are given 
in the Appendices. 
Chapter 2 
Infinitesimal Deformations for 
Compact Complex Manifolds 
In this chapter we first define the infinitesimal deformation for any differentiable 
family of compact complex manifolds, first for real parameters, then for complex 
ones. Intuitively this infinitesimal deformation is a derivative of the family. Our 
approach follows closely the one suggested by Kodaira [6],[7],[8 . 
2.1 Differentiable Family 
Definition 2.1 Let B C M"^ be a domain, and M" be a compact complex man-
ifold for each t E B, then {Mt \ t e B} is a differentiable family of compact 
complex manifolds if there exists a differentiable manifold A4 and a onto 
map w : M. B such that 
1. The rank of the Jacobian of vo is m at each point of A4. 
2. = Mt is a compact connected subset of M for each t e B. 
3. There exists a locally finite open covering [Uj\j = 1,2,...} of M and 
4 
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functions Zj{p),..., zj{p),j = 1，2,... defined on Uj such that for each t 
forms a system of local complex coordinates of Mt. 
Ill this situation, t G B is called the parameter of the differentiable family, and 
B the parameter space. Under the setting in Definition 1.1, we can derive for-
mulas in local coordinates as follows. 
The local coordinate charts are Xj : M x B with 
whose transition functions are fjk =•• … ， ： 办 ( 巧 门 队 ） Z j { U j H从）such 
that /jj,, 1 < Q； < n is in each variable, and is holornorphic in z l , z g for 
each fixed t, and 
= fjki^k, t), whenever Uj nUk ^ (2.1) 
fik(Zk, t) = fijifjkizk. t),t), whenever Uj H Uj H Z4 + 0 (2.2) 
Without loss of generality, we can choose Xj so that XjiJAj) = Uj x /)•，where Uj 
is a poly disc in C" and Ij is a multi-interval in B. Then by identifying p with 
Xj{p), we have 
Mt = w-\t) = Uj.^tiUj xt)^ Ui.^tUj 
W e now construct the infinitesimal deformation for any given differentiable family. 
W e first consider the case where t E R (i.e. m = 1). Here we assume XjiUj)= 
Uj X Ij 
m外,t) = ftjifhi^k.力),...’ /ju 孙,t), t) 
^ t) 二 + ^ 
^ ^ 力 ) 碌 . - ^ "^(‘” 力 W + P dt ^ 
a;=l I a=l ^ (3=\ …3 
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Introducing a holomorphic vector field Ojk{t) on Uj 门 Uk + 0, where Mt = UjUj, 
OMt) = 警 ( 孙 “ ) 备 众 , 二 f j f M ( 2 . 3 ) 
a=l 3 
Then it is easy to observe that 
⑴ - 代 f c ⑴ + % ⑴ 二 0 where UinUjnUk•边 (2.4) 
Okjit) = -Oikit) where Ih fl Uj + 0 (2.5) 
The equalities (2.4) and (2.5) imply that { 力 ； ^ ⑴ } G where il^  二 
{Uj} and Qt is the sheaf of germs of holomorphic vector fields over Mt. By the 
canonical inclusion Qt) C 0t), determines an element ^ (t) 
in//I(风,e,): 
Theorem 2.1 The element 9(t) G Qt) 'is uniquely determined by {Ojk(t)}. 
We call 9{t) the infinitesimal deformation of Mt, usually denoted as 
P R O O F OF THEOREM 2 . 1 
W e need to verify the following 3 facts: 
• The construction works without the assumption XjiJAj) = Uj x If For such 
Kj, we consider a new covering 21 = {Ujt},V{j H Mt = Up. x t. Then the 
above formality can be repeated on 级. 
• 9{t) does not change under any refinement of iij = {Uj}: This is because 
the resulting defined on the refinement is simply the restriction of 
the original cocycles. 
• 0{t) does not change under any choice of local coordinates. 
For the last case, it suffices to show that given Xj = (zj,t) and Uj = (wj,t) on 
each Uj, 7]{t) defined by {uj} coincides with 9{t) defined by {a:^ }. 
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Suppose Wj — hjk{wk, t) on Uj Dl/k + 0, then 
Vjk{t) - ^~"“^， Wk = hkj{wj,t) 
Q=1 3 
Write w? = z^, t), for some g^ holomorphic in 2],..., 2;", then 
g'^UA^k. tl t) = t) 二 w? = t) 
^dz^ dt t dt - 々 碗 dt t dt 
y dt dz^ ^ dt ~ ^ dt dwl dt 
v ^ — + - + 
=> ejM + 0j(t) = _+iyk�t), 
where 0八t) := Ea^df- This implies that {Oj^it)} — •⑴} = H^j(t)} in 
C°(iit, 0t), where Ut = {Uj n M J and hence we are done. • 
In general, when B C m > l,we can define the infinitesimal deformation in 
a similar manner: V 悬 = c x 是 G Tt(B), define 
^jk � = � ^ , 办 = f k j KZj ’ t) 
This in turns defines an R-liiiear map pt : Tt{B) H (Mt, where A ( 羞 = 
dMt 
dt • 
2.2 Local Triviality 
Definition 2.2 Given two differentiable families (M, B, w) and {j\f, B, n) on the 
some B C M", M. and N are equivalent if there i$ a diffeomorphism ^ : M. ^ J\f 
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such that ^  is a biholomorphism between Mt = zu~^{t) and Nt = TT—丄� for each 
t G B. 
REMARK If A4 and J\f are equivalent, then we can consider A4 as the same 
differentiable family with J\f by identifying p E M. with G N . 
Definition 2.3 1. {M, B, w) is trivial if it is equivalent to (M x B, B, tt) 
where M = for some f e B. 
2. [M, B, zu) is locally trivial if for each t £ B, there is a subdomain I ^ B 
containing t such that (Mj, /, vu) is a trivial differentiable family. 
REMARK If {M, B, w) is locally trivial, then each Mt = is biholomor-
phically equivalent to a fixed M = Conversely (a result from Fischer 
‘and Graiiert), if each Mt is biholomorphic to a fixed M , then (M, B, zu) is locally 
trivial. 
Theorem 2.2 If (M, B, zu) is locally trivial, then 9{t) = 0. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2 .2 
This is because the transition functions for M within a subdomain I oi B are 
independent of the parameter t. • 
It turns out that a zero infinitesimal deformation reflects the local triviality of 
B, w ) under some conditions on the dimension of “ 0^). 
Lemma 2.1 Suppose 6(t) = 0 on the differentiable family [M, B, w), then we 
can define a vector field on Mi = Uj x I. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2 .1 
Write Ojk{t) = whose cohomology class is 9{t). By the hypoth-
esis, there exists {Oj(t)} £ C^{iit,et) such that 0jk(t) = ⑴-Oj{t ) . W e denote 
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Ojit) - It can then be checked that on {Uj n [4) x / — 0 of 
Mi, - E L i 明 勺 ’ t)if + (I). = — E L i 似 孙 ， 力 ) 泰 + Hence, we can 
define a vector field v = - 吟 ( 勺 , t ) 嘉 + 羞 globally on M/. • 
R E M A R K Oj(t) is not uniquely determined by {〜“”}, and it may not be differ-
entiable in t. 
Theorem 2.3 If dim H\Mt,Qt) is independent of t e I C W^^m > 1，and 
6{t) 二 0，then there exists {化⑴} with S{9j{t)} = {Ojk{t)} such that each compo-
nent ef{t) is in z], ...，z ,^ t. 
The proof of this theorem is deferred to chapter 6 where sufficient machinery is 
available. Assuming this theorem holds, we now have 
Theorem 2.4 Let Mt 二 Tu-i(t), t E B CR. If dim H^^MuSt) is t-independent, 
and 9{t) = ^ = 0 identically, then {M, B, w) is locally trivial. 
P R O O F OF T H E O R E M 2 . 4 
Without loss of generality, assume M = Let p G M and assume also 
that p e Ui X 0, with local coordinates {r]i(p), 0). Then, choosing 9j{t) on 
Uj X I C Ml as assured by Theorem 2.3, the following system 
I 每 … ， 兮 , 力 ) ， Q^  = l”..，n ( 2 6 ) 
1 (0) = ryf (p), a=lr..’n 
has a unique solution z^{t) = zf{p,t). This defines a curve 7p : / —> M/ 
through p, where jp{t) = (Zj(j),t),t),Vt E I. This, in turns, by the unique-
ness of the solution, defines a diffeomorpliism 少：M x I Mi, with t)= 
{zj(p, t),t),\/p e Myt e i. 
What is remained to show is that the map ^ : M x t Mt is biliolomorphic. 
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Since ^  is onto M^, one only needs to check if it is holomorphic in p. Now, by 
(2.6)，and writing zf = zf , we have 
ft 伪 i , t � = - 彻 
� d dz加,t) + 洲 ? H +�+�MMI 
Hence, :=蕩("“)is a solution to the system 
' d “ QQqt 
二 - E ^ i r i ( 她 ， 糾 咖 ) ， = 
< 0 二 1 叫 
wf(0) = 0 
(NOTE: By definition, w f { 0 ) = 蕩 = ^ = 0. Thus, the above initial 
condition is satisfied). Hence, by the uniqueness of the solution, we have = 
0 為 { x i i , t �= 0 Zj{p,t) is holomorphic in p. • 
Theorem 2.5 If dim Qt) is independent oft and pt 三 0，then [M, B, w) 
is locally trivial. 
P R O O F OF THEOREM 2 . 5 
Without loss of generality, consider the case Mi := = Uj x I where 
/ is a multi-interval in B. Decompose I into I =严一! x where /爪 is an 
interval, then is a differeiitiable family. The statement can 
be proved by induction on m. The case when m = 1 is done as in Theorem 
2.4. Suppose 1) is equivalent to M x 严一丄，then we can define a diffeo-
morphism 巾 : M , — i (严一” x I爪,biholoniorphic for each fixed t, using the 
solutions of some system of ODEs as in the proof of Theorem 2.4. • 
2.3 Complex Analytic Family and Deformations 
In this section, we consider the situation where the parameters are complex, with 
bihclomorphic instead of diffeomorphic transition mappings. 
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Definition 2.4 Given a domain B C � t h e family {Mt\t G B} of complex 
manifolds Mt is called a complex analytic family of compact complex 
manifolds if there is a complex manifold M and a holomorphic map w : M B 
such that 
1. The rank of the Jacobian of w = m at each point of M. 
2. Zu~^{t) = Mt is a compact submanifold of M for each t e B. 
Definition 2.5 Suppose M and N are compact complex manifolds. Then N is 
a deformation of M if there exists a complex analytic family {M, B,w) such 
that M = w~'^{to) and N = zu~\ti) for some to, ti e B. 
Theorem 2.6 Given any complex analytic family (M, and any to 6 B, 
Mt =•- ZD~^{t) is diffeomorphic to M,�= txj—](力o)，W G B. 
P R O O F OF THEOREM 2 . 6 
First consider the case where m = 1. Refer to the proof of L e m m a 2.1. By 
using a partition of unity {pj{xj^  t)} subordinate to {Uj}, one can construct a 
vector field on M which is given on Uj by 嘉 + §i (by taking 
Oj{xj,t) = Xk 二 j%(Xj,t)). Then by considering the 
solutions to (2.6) one should obtain a diffeomorphism $ :风。x / M/ for each 
multi-interval I in B. The global diffeomorphism M ^ Mt^ x B is obtained by 
the connectedness of B. The general case m > 1 is done by induction as outlined 
in the proof of Theorem 2.5. • 
Again, let = f^ki^k, — 1 , n be a local coordinate system of A4, then for 
any 羞 = E L i ^ ^ a ( 是 ) € T八B), where ca G C, we can define e{t) € 丑 i ( 风 ’ e,) 
by {Ojk{t)}, symbolicall}^  as in (2.4). This infinitesimal deformation 9{t) along 羞 
is denoted by 樂.The relation 羞 — 樂 defines a C-liiiear map pt ： Tt(B) 
H'iMuetl 
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Note that f各,s are holomorphic in all variables. In particular, ^ ^ 二 0 
(臺)二 0，and hence pt of { M , B, w) considered as a differentiable family 
coincides with pt. Hence, from now on we write pt in both situations. Local 
triviality is also similarly defined as in Definition 2.3, except that we require a 
biholomorphic(instead of diffeomorphic) equivalence between the families. 
Theorem 2.7 If dim Qt) is independent oft, pt 三 0，then {M, B, zu) is 
locally trivial 
The proof is a bit different from that of Theorem 2.5. Again we write •MA 二 
二 Uj X A, and decompose A = i x where ZV^—i is a 
polydisc with polyradii (r,r). Define Ojk(i) as in (2.3). From Theorem 2.3, 
we can assume there is a corresponding 0-cochain where 
_ = 伪 ,力 )备 (2-7) 
whose coefficients Oj are C°° functions. W e can then set up a system symbolicall}^  
identical to that shown in (2.6), which gives a unique solution and hence a 
map 少 : x A^ —> Ma- If we can prove that 6'^ 's can be chosen 
to be holomorphic in t, then $ becomes a biholomorphism and we are done. To 
achieve this aim, we need a lemma which will be proved later: 
Lemma 2.2 Suppose [M, B, w) is a complex analytic family with d :— dim Qt) 
t-independent, then for a sufficiently small polydisc A C B containing 0, there 
exists a basis {(^i�’…，诊^⑴} of H^{Mt,Qt), where (f)q{t) = (勺,力)看， 
and ,s are holomorphic in all variables. 
P R O O F OF T H E O R E M 2 . 7 
The proof that we can choose holomorphic can be divided into 3 main steps: 
d 沪 d 
• r/A�：=^^ t)-^-^ on Uj xt C Mt is a well-defined vector field 
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“ d n QQOi Q 
on Mt. Indeed, one can show that > t)~^ = > -^(zj, t)-^— 
by using the fact that Oji^{t) = 9k{t) — 9j(t) and each 0言^[t) is holomorphic 
in all tx. 
• 9^(zj,t) 's are holomorphic in all variables if dim G ) = 0，where 
M = W e consider {M, B, zu) as a differeiitiable family, then pt = 0, 
implying ( M , B, w ) is locally trivial as a differeiitiable family. 
^"it e B,Mt = is biholomorphic to M . 
々 dim H^[Mt,Qt) = dim = 0 by the assumption. Since 
QQCX 
T]x{t) G 6), we have rjxit)三 0 = 0 and we are done. 
• If dim 6) > 1, we can still choose holomorphic functions t). 
W e need to make use of Lemma 2.2 here. Prom the argument above, 
we have d 二 dim H^{MuQt) 二 dim > 1. Thus, we can write 
似 ( 亡 ) = C q x [ t ) ( f ) q { t ) for soiTie Cqx{t) wliich are in t i , 
_ _ — / A 洲 ？ _ X 
• • • 0 二 dtdt0?(z”i:) = dt�Y^~^(Zj,t)dtx) 
A—1 
in d d m 
= 小 工 = X > S ; . ( : , ， 力 ) 否 ⑷ 源 A) 
\=l g=l ‘ 9=1 A=l 
汰 C q x � t � d l x � = 0 on the sufficiently small A C ^ as in Lemma 2 . 2 . 
3cq{t) e C⑴（A) such that dtCq{t) = c,jx{t)dtx, by Dolbeault's lemma. 
Now, define 9j(t) 二 9j(t) — then it is easy to check that 
dtO^ = 0; and h i t ) - 式 ⑴ = _ — 0八 t ) =〜⑷ . • 
R E M A R K 
1. Change of Parameters Given a complex analytic family ( M , B, w ) 
and a holomorphic map h .. D — B, h{s) = t,B C C". is a domain, we 
can define another {J\f, D, tt), called the complex analytic family induced 
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from [M, B, w) by h. Essentially, this is a family consisting of complex 
manifolds Mh{s) e M, where s e D with 7r(Mi(s)) = Thus • 悬 G Ts[D), 
^ OMh^s) ^dtxdMt ‘ 
we have 
a=l 
2. This condition that dim Qt) is 亡-independent cannot be dropped 
when we try to derive local triviality from a zero infinitesimal deformation. 
The family of Hopf Surfaces of dimensions 2 will illustrate this point. Fix 
a eC where 0 < |q:| < 1. For each t G C, let 
Mt = : {0} 4 C2—{0}|m G Z,gt{zuz2) = 
which is a complex manifold of dimension 2. The collection M = {Mt\t G 
C } form a complex analytic family (Al, C, w). In this family, all Mt,力—0 
are biholomorphic equivalent, while Mq has a complex structure different 
from others. 
The family (AA, C, tt) induced from (M, C, w) by s t = s^ has the in-
finitesimal deformation 
/ d\ dMs2 dt dMt �dMt 
p I —— ~ —— ) s — 
s 乂 dsJ ds ds dt “ dt 
Thus, po = 0; For all s — 0 (i.e. t = s^ ^ 0), we have ^ = 0 since 
(M, C, w) is locally trivial at such t. In other words, ps — 0, Vs € C. 
However, (jV,C,tt) is not locally trivial, since 7r~^ (0) = M。is not biholo-
morphically equivalent to tt一上(s) = Mt, where t = s^ ^ 0. In fact, dim 
H^{Mt, Qt) is ^ -dependent, having a value of 4 when t = 0, and 2 otherwise 
(This has been fully worked out in [8], p.427-36). 
Chapter 3 
Existence Theorem 
In this chapter, we are to consider the following problem: 
Given 9 G 0) , where M is a compact complex manifold, does there exist 
a complex analytic family {M, B, w), 0 E B C C such that 
3.1 Obstructions as a Necessary Condition 
Suppose such a family exists, then define the infinitesimal deformation 6{t)= 
帶 e H \ M u Q t ) by {^左⑴} G Z^iiuSt), is an open cover of polydiscs on 
M u c.f. §2.1) 
M O = 办 胁 ” 二 巧 : = M z j , t � 
Let O^ki^i.t) == ~ ~ . Differentiate the following relation with respect to t, 
G L 
办 ’ T) = F?J{FJK[ZK^ T). T), A = L , ...，N (3 .1 ) 
柯(々,,)-你� ’ , )+E 办 y ) 你 ” ” (•..勺=/柏(:&，”） 
0=1 dZj 
15 
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Using the fact that � . 二 E U ( 眷 ) • + ( l ) , ( 誓 ) . = 勢 ， a n d 
3 I ^ 3 
differentiate once more with respect to t, we have 
=[��.0如,t) +的M “ t)] + [�� .时 i(.知+ E 势 仏 , t ) � 
^ Oij(t). [ef,(zu t) - e?八z“ t)] — o,,(t). 0以z“ t)=的人z“ t)—久饱，t) + j2 结仏,i) 
似j 
=> M O . ；E 3 略 (勺， t ) -〜⑷• i)=绍(知 i) - + E 3 略 (勺 , t ) 
0=1 dZj 拟j 
^ [ � � , � � ] = O i j ( t ) - kk{t) + ejk{t), 
where wJ = - uf - u • vf)-^. In particular,[氏j(0), = % ( 0 ) — 
么/c(O) + …(’(0). In the cohomology class level, {[〜(0),〜(0)]} G and 
e ci(ii’e) [0(0),^ (0)] 二 0 in 丑2(11’e). 
Theorem 3.1 If the existence problem is solved, then it is necessary to have 
9, 0] = 0. [9,9] G is called the (primary) obstruction to deformation 
ofM. 
REMARK More obstructions on 9 can be obtained by differentiating (3.1) 
with respect to t by arbitrarily many times. 
3.2 The Existence Theorem 
W e state the existence theorem established by Kodaira and Spencer [6], [8]: 
Theorem 3.2 Let M be a compact complex manifold and suppose 0) = 0， 
then there exists a complex analytic family [M, B, w) with 0 G 5 C C"^  such that 
1. w-'{0) = M-
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2. po ： (警 ) ( w i t h Mt = is an isomorphism of To(B) onto 
H\M,e) 
One way to prove this theorem is the determination of a convergent power series 
based on the given data, and the use of a theorem by Newlander and Nirenberg 
12]. Note that the hypothesis that 6) = 0 automatically leads to zero 
obstruction. 
Suppose Theorem 3.2 is solved for some (A^, B, zj), then take a sufficiently 
small polydisc A C B such that = M A = Uj UJ x A. Denote a point 
in Uj by Q = (Cj, . . . ， a n d let = f^ kiCk, i) be the transition mapping. Since 
there exists a diffeomorphism 屯：M x A Ma (by Theorem 1.6)，we have 
wo^{z,t) = t, V2 G M,Vte A 
Thus, we can identify Ma with M x A via Under such identification, Ma 
is a complex manifold whose local coordinates are t),..., € N. 
Moreover, we have M = Mq, whose local complex coordinates are {z^,z^). 
Back to the proof of the existence theorem. Given a basis {j3i, ...，/Sm} of B), 
one need to find a family {(f){f) | t G A } on some small A C B such tha,t 
f � � , ( K 力 ) ] 
、於(0) = 0， [乾)\=广队'A 二 l,...，m 
where for any (vector-valued) (O’l)-forms • 二 Z^a 於入嘉=Ea’,，於会(之’艺)乏“嘉 
and ijj = 二 Ea妙会(之，0态"嘉，the Lie bracket is defined by 
Suppose we have got such which is treated as a (O,l)-form on M x B by 
writing 
州)二 E ( E 你 , 脾 " + E o ‘ ) i + E 0 务 
A v /i n A 
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(We shall construct this (/){t) in §3.3). Let L^ = ^ - 会嘉，“=1’...，几， 
then we have 
Lemma 3.1 L i , L „ , I i , J；-,..., ^ are linearly independent 
for some sufficiently small A C B. 
P R O O F OF LEMMA 3 . 1 
Since by hypothesis, 0(0) = 0，we have d e t (紀 -尝始） + • when A C B is 
small. Thus, Lj, Lj, i = 1,..., n are linearly independent, which suffices to con-
clude the proof. • 
Prom now on, we take AC B small enough so that Lemma 3.1 holds. 
Lemma 3.2 LrL^, - LyL? = 0, Vr, u = 1,..., n. 
P R O O F OF LEMMA 3 . 2 
X,u,T A,/i T u 
On the other hand, 
— 淨 ,A 淨 r y ^ M 淨 I d 1 
—draz" L 中〒dz>^dr L L ^^d-rdzi^ OT dz“-
A (•I 
• f丄洲d 沪 \ 
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...By exchanging the roles of r and “ (as well as the indices /.i and A), we have 
r r _r r _ d 丄 • M A w M 丄 — V 
L丁“ - 二 - ^ ^ + ！^ WJ^x + ^ 中 〒 应 — — ^ 
= + M + ’ ― • 
L • a r dz"" ^ •丁 dzt^ 〜彻W�dz入 A M 
W e now state the Newlander-Nirenberg theorem which guarantees the existence 
of a complex structure: 
Theorem 3.3 If the partial differential operators Di, Di, 1 < i < n + m are 
linearly independent and satisfy DrD^ — D^D^ = 0； then the system of equations 
DYF = 1 , … , N (3 .2 ) 
Dn+‘J 二 0," = 1，…，m (3.3) 
has n m linearly independent solutions / = C " = ( 八 z , t ) on U] x A^ 
(Possibly Ae g A；, I.e. det 怨丨【丨:::口丨 + 0. 
It is clear that by Lemma 3.1 and 3.2, the hypothesis of the Newlander-
Nirenberg theorem is satisfied (by taking T)^  — 丄 D n 作 = 务 ) . D r D ^ — D^,Dr = 
0 (or equivalently d(l){t) = ^{t)]) is called the integrability condition for 
DJ 二 0. 
Lemma 3.3 A local C°° function f on M is holomorphic with respect to C", 1 < 
a < n if and only if {d — (p(t))f = 0，where A C B is sufficiently small. 
P R O O F OF LEMMA 3 . 3 
W e first prove an auxiliary result: 
分 y - 裝 d r = y ^ y / ^ 
1/ /i 
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Write f = J % i , g ) where C； = (之’ t), then 
i d - m f 
一 i 蜜 ) - V W i 豐 + 
~ 台 U g dr + < ^ ^ U g dz^-个 dc； dz“) 
= E 肢 靜 — 悬 £ ) (... By the a-mary result) 
a V 
a,u n � 3 
= E ( S - E 始 E 始S)办“多（..• By the auxiliary result) 
/i A 
fx � j 
/ Q^Ot \ 
...When A is sufficiently small, det [^j ^ G A (from Lemma 3.1) and 
we can assume - J] </>#(?!>》）—0. Hence, we are done. • 
Therefore, together with the fact that (『are linearly independent,《『give local 
complex coordinates on Uj x A^. Now take (『+"(2^  t) = t", == 1，m，which is a 
feasible solution to (3.3) when D n作 =臺 . T h e n , we can construct a holomorphic 
mapping w : M A^ by defining = t. For each fixed 
t, is a complex manifold whose local coordinates are (C^- {z, t),..., t)). 
The linearly independence of t) implies that 二 M執t�- Hence, we 
can conclude that M = forms a complex analytic family satisfying the 
requirements of the existence theorem. 
REMARK 
1. The idea of treating all Mt as the same differentiable manifold but with 
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different complex structures is crucial in simplifying the proof, and make 
a direct application of Newlander-Nirenberg theorem possible. Kodaira 
originally tried to prove the existence simply from the transition relation 
fik(zk, t) = fijifjki^k, but the results derived are complicated and 
does not lead to an affirmative conclusion [6 . 
2. The following converse is also true: Given a differentiable family M , one 
can obtain the (O，l)-form ^ {t) from the auxiliary result: = E/i 
which reflects the complex structure of the family (Lemma 3.3) and whose 
derivatives with respect to the parameters give (the negative values of) the 
infinitesimal deformations. 
3.3 Convergence Proof 
Now we have only one problem left before we can prove the existence problem： 
How can we construct ^ (t) so that (3.2) and (3.3) hold? 
Let ^ (t) = • for any power series in ti, denote 
^[v] (t) = ^ ^ 
/^M�=P[o]� + … + 尸 M � - E 
and write F(t) Q{t) to denote any P{t),Q(f) with p M⑷ 二（^[t'】⑴. 
Introduce a hermitian metric on the compact complex manifold M . This in 
turn defines an inner product (.，•) on ^ ^'^{T), the set of all (0, ^ )-forms on 
T = T[M). Define d to be the adjoint of d with respect to this (.,.), and write 
• = 十 di^. Denote the set of harmonic (0, g)-forms by In what 
follows, we will only be interested in the case where q = 2. 
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Lemma 3.4 If = 0, then (a) the Green operator G = •一i is well 
defined on 父拟and (b) V功 6 ^^^(T), i.e. a d-closed {0,2)-form, ijj = 
ddG^j. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.4 
1. Since e) ^ ^ H 0 ， 2 ( T ) ， = 0 implies 
that H0'2(T) = 0. Hence, if •功0，then 功 = 0 . As Jf^^^(T) = H0’2(T) © 
Qif。，2(r) ill general, we have J^。，2(T) 二 O^^'^(T). 
2. Prom (a), we have ip = BGip = {d-d + 'dd)G'ii) ^ By hypothesis, Q = d岭= 
d^dGip => W^GiPW^ = {^dGip, 'ddGip) 二 (BGt~MBGxl；、= 0 ^ ip = 
ddGi). • 
Lemma 3.5 If = 0，then (j)v,...v,n G can be found so that the 
formal series of (j){t) solves (*). 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.5 
W e consider (f){t) = Since the conditions 0(0) = 0 and 衆 = a r e 
to be satisfied, we can let 0[o](i) = 0 and (f)[i]{t) = XxPxtx. For v > 2, since 
(^[uj (亡)’ is homogeneous and of degree u + v., it suffices to solve 
办M⑷三” [幻—ij⑴，0[“j⑴]，” =2,3,... (3.4) 
W e proceed by induction on v. Suppose (3.4) is true for some v > 2, then let 
VVfij⑴ be the {v + l)-th homogeneous part of ⑴’ (^M⑷]-习…)⑴，then 
一 奸 ⑴ 三 奸 1 风 * [ 一 1 ⑴ , 一 ⑴ ] — 否 一 ⑷ ） = 一 [ 一 ⑷ ’ 一 ⑷ ] 二 一 1 ⑴ ， 一 ⑴ ] 
• E时1 丨” 1⑷，一⑴ ] [ ” j � ] ( . . .办丨” j �三” 卜 】 ⑴ ， 一 ⑴ ] ) 
= 0 
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Since 0) = 0, we have, by Lemma 3.4, [奸i]⑴=d'dGil^ [y+i]{t). Define 
4>\v+\]{'t) = then d(f)[y^ i]{t) = and 
[ 时 1 】 ⑷ = ⑷ + 丨时 i j � =办⑴ +吻时 1 ] � 
三时1 I[於问⑴’一⑷)， 
by the definition of ^[u+i] {t). • 
Finally we need to prove that the formal series does converge. W e make use 
of the Holder norms to be defined below: 
Definition 3.1 1. Given any domain C C" = R2n anJ f = f(x\ a;^ ")： 
U — C, 
1 / 1 - E E - p i ^ v w i + E sup 酔)-，)丨，k (0’ 1), 
where \x — y\ = — ?/〒，• ^.d^ the summation over all partial 
differential operator D'l of order h. 
2. Suppose M = \JUj, where Uj = {zj | \zj\, . . .， < 1}，then Mcj) e 父細{JX 
represent (p on Uj in the form 
^ = 小K：办卿 1 A …A DLFQ 备 , Z ] = � - 1 + ZXF 
A … U j 
Under such representation, define 
\(})\k+a = max max l^-.-^lin-a' Ho = max ma^ sup (x^) 
W e state some estimates useful in our proof: 
1. \fk > 2, € 3ci e M depending only on k and a such that 
< CI(|CI](^ |FC—2+A + 
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2. yk > 2, V ^ G ifO’2(T)，3c2 6 M independent of ip such that 
£ C2\lp\k-2+a 
3. 3/ci, A;2 G M independent of forms concerned such that 
mk+a < hMk+l+a, VV^  G 
P，例jfc—1+a < kMk+aWk+a, V0，功 G 
W e follow the notation that P{t)《0⑴ if P{t) --= E P仍…巧JT Q � = 
爪 a n d \Pv^...vJ < |<5i;i.』nJ in each index, and define ⑴ = 
l^ vi-.-Um k+atl •••i^ • 
W e need an absolute convergent series A{t) in A^ so that for the constructed 
(j)(t), we have 《M^) - The candidate for such a choice is 
^ W - l i E ^ ^ — ' (3.5) 
v=l 
for some constants 6, c > 0. By a simple argument of " A M > GM,，，one can show 
that A{tY《\A{t). 
Lemma 3.6 Fix k > 2, then "iv > 1，3b, c sufficiently large so that …](亡）� 
A{t). In other w o r d s , � A [ t ) . 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3 . 6 
W e proceed by induction on v. 
• ?_; 二 1 : Here ⑴(亡）=A亡i + ... + Pmtm. and the linear term of A{t) is 
告 + ... + tjn)- Hence, we can choose b such that |/?a|a;+q < 各 
• Assume the statement is true for some v. Then for some ki, k) independent 
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of and 
= < 人 I A H - I + o (力） < 人二】Ci |妙[奸i] |A；—1+a(力） 
《/ClCi ⑷ ?^^ …j|A:+。⑴I一|A:+。⑷）（..• V V + 1 ] ⑷ = ⑷ ， 一 ⑴ ] ) 
《kik2CiA(t)^ (... Induction hypothesis) 
kikoCih , , � 
< A(t) c 
By putting c = kik2Cih and observing 卜 + 1 】 = + we are done. • 
By Lemma 3.6，since A(t) converges absolutely on A。0 < e < (/>(t)= 
^ (t) converges with respect to | • |九.+0,\/亡 G A^. This implies that (^ (t) is 
a〔,(’ vector (O,l)-form on M x Ag. Nevertheless, this does NOT immediately 
imply (^ (t) is as the estimate constant depends on k. To achieve this goal, 
one should observe that 亡）is the solution to the following quasi-linear elliptic 
equation: 
r 爪 1 
- V ^ ^ + • M 一 -^MT). M ] = o (3.6) 
L T^i dtxdtx 」 2 




4.1 The Completeness Theorem 
Definition 4.1 Let {M,B,w) be a complex analytic family of compact complex 
manifolds, then it is complete at t^ e B if for any complex analytic family 
(M,D,tt), with 0 E D IS a domain in C'，tt—i(0) = there always exists 
a sufficiently small domain E with 0 £ E C D and holomorphic h : s-> t = h{s) 
— " ( 0 ) = tO such that (A/•丑，E, tt) is induced from (M, B, w) by h where M e 二 
TT—1 (丑）. (M ,B , u 7 ) is called a complete complex analytic family if it is complete 
at each h E B. 
REMARK If ( M , B , W) is complete at T。E B , then it contains all deformations 
Ns of Mto provided that s is sufficiently small. 
The notion of completeness helps clarifying the concept of the number of moduli 
and effective parameters (§4.4). In this section, we first consider the following 
fundamental question: When does a family { M , B,tt) become complete? 
Theorem 4.1 Given a family (M,B,zu) with M = Mq == ti7-i(0)，if po ： 
To{B)—伊（M)’eo) (Recall: po(|) ^\t=oJ is surjective, then {M,B,w) is 
complete ai 0 € B. 
26 
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Lemma 4.1 1. / / A , tt) is induced from (M, B,w) by h, h(0) = 0，then 
the restriction of the projection M x A M to denoted as g, maps 
each Ns biholomorphically onto Mh{s), and g is the extension of the go : 
No — MQ. 
2. If the identity go : MQ NQ can be extended to a holomorphic g : A/a 一— M 
such that for each s e A, g maps each Ng biholomorphically onto M/,o)， 
then (A/A, A, TT) is the com/plex analytic family induced from (M, B, w) by 
h. 
P R O O F OF LEMMA 4 . 1 
1. ••. Vs eA,Ns = 7T-\s) = Mh{s) X s 
V(7?，s) eNs = Mh{s) X 5, g{p, s) = p e Mh�s� 
Further, NQ = Mh例 x 0 二 Mq x 0 g、N、、、= MQ 
2. Let {//, A, n) induced from (M,B,w) by h : A — B, then define ^  : 
TVA ^ X A by 少(G) = {g{q),7r{q))yq e AfA-
少 ( A g = ^Mhis) X s) 二（WM/^.� X s),7r(M/,(,) x 5)) = A 4 � x s, 
mapping A/a = UseA^s biholomorphically onto Sf = Use么M^s) x <5. Fur-
ther, Tt^(Ns) = T^{Mh{s) X s) = s = 7r{Ns). Hence, (A/k, A , tt) and {X, A , tt) 
are biholomorphically equivalent. • 
Prom the above lemma, one can prove Theorem 4.1 by constructing holomorphic 
h : A B and holomorphic g : A/a M such that h(fi) = 0 and g maps each 
Ns biholomorphically onto Mh{s) • 
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4.2 Construction of Formal Power Series 
Some notations on local coodinates are first fixed for the following presentation: 
f 
M = UjUj, Uj = {(0, B\ 101 < 1} 0 = gjk�Ck, t) on Uj n Uk 
B = { t e C"丨力I < 1}D = {s e < 1} 
\ 
Since given Mq = Nq, we can assume W ^ 0 Nq = Uj 门 M。and (•力 0) and (Zj, 0) 
coincide on W j 门 A/q = Uj n M ) = Uj 
To prove the completeness theorem, it suffices to construct holomor-
phic map h on some A^ with t = h{s), h(0) = 0; and extend go . NQ — M � 
to some holomorphic g : tt一 1(八£) —> M such that w o g 二 h o , 
Lemma 4.2 Suppose h and g are so constructed, then there exists a continuous 
function e{zj) on Uj with 0 < e{zj) < e such that 
W； := {(〜5)1 < 1, M < e{zj)} C g-\Uj) n W； D UJ 
and there exists holomorphic gj{zj, s) = 5 ) , s ) ) on W* such that 
g{zj. s) = (0, t) = fefe, 5), h{s)), s) e w； (4.1) 
9j{fjkizj^ 5), 5) - gjk{9k{zk, s), h{s)), e n W ； (4.2) 
P R O O F OF LEMMA 4 . 2 
Since VUj C Nq, g(Uj) = Uj C Uj, g'^iUj) is open, containing Uj and hence e{zj) 
and W * can be so constructed. Under this setting, g(W*) C Uj and thus (4.1) 
can also be achieved. Now, \f(zk, s) e W^ A Wj", 
9jifjk{zk^ 5), s) = gjizj, s) = Cj 二 9jk{Ck, t) = gjk{gk{zk, s), h{s)) • 
Note that since g{zj, 0) = {zj, 0), we have gj[Zj, 0) = Zj and h(0) = 0. Hence, by 
Lemma 4.2, we are to construct formal power series 
9jizj:s) = Zj +Yl9j\v{zj,s), fi{s) = J2h[v]is) 
V V 
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such that (4.2) holds by substituting the power series. Notations on the partial 
sum: 
二 /i⑴(s) + …+ "[”i(s); gf^Zj, s) = Zj + gj\i{zj, s) + … + gj\v{zj, s) 
Lemma 4.3 (4.2) is equivalent to 
5), 5) ffj慮孙,5), / ^ M⑷ )， u 二 0,1, 2,… （4.3) 
P R O O F OF LEMMA 4 . 3 
For V (4.3) is equivalent to fjk{zk,0) 二 which clearly holds. 
For V > 1, (4.2) leads to a relation 
fjk{zk, s) + ^gj\v{fjk{zk, s), s) = Qjk {z s), ^ "[t;](s))， 
V V V 
whose terms of degree < m involves no 5), gk\v{'y and h[yj(s) with i) > m. 
Thus, (4.2) is also equivalent to (4.3) in this case. • 
Lemma 4.4 Writing /制（s) 二⑷，/石饥|”(>5)), (4.3) is equivalent to the con-
gruence 
^jk\v{zj,s)三•v � • s) — s) + hr\v{s) (4.4) 
(3 似 k r r 
where Tjk\v{zj, s) is the sum of terms of degree v of the expression s), s)-
P R O O F OF LEMMA 4 . 4 
..• gfifjkizk. 5), s) = 5), s) + gj\vUjk{zk. S)，s) 
三t； (之fc，s), s) + gj\v{zj, s) 
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三” s)，"丨1州 + 幾("广】(孙,s), 
m ^ 
r r 
n o m o 
三 ， ⑷ ) + ^ 蔡 ⑷ + ^ 警�Zk 岸R�As� 
13 ^^k r r 
三” i)(孙’“丨-11 ⑷ ) + ± 為 “ ⑶ + E L—。"小⑷ 
3 0�k r r 
W e are done. • 
Now, introduce the following holomorphic vector fields: 
廿”k = Z^ l " ^ ； h = o 两 
n 8 
n 8 
13 O � 
Then (4.4) can be rewritten as 
m 
{I>|”W} = v > l m Z\U,eo) (4.5) 
r 
Note that {9rjk} represents the infinitesimal deformation Or = Po (是)G H^(Mo, 0o). 
Now, we can conclude that solving (4.2) by power series expansion is equivalent 
to solving hriv(s) and for each ^； > 1 in (4.5). 
Lemma 4.5 1. If there exists v > 1, hr\v{s), r = 1,..., m, {gj\v{s)} so that (4.5) 
is solved for that index v, then {rjx.|v(s)} is a 1-cocycle. 
2. If Po is surjective and forms a 1-cocycle for some v > I, then 
(4.5) has solution hr\v{s), r = 1，..., m, {^^>(5)} for that v. 
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PROOF OF LEMMA 4 . 5 
1. Obvious from (4.5), and {Orjk}, ^ 6o). 
2. It suffices to prove that the coefficients {Tj^} of any {「)&…(s)} G 0。） 
can be written as {Tjfc} = ^r{Orjk} + ^{Oj}, K G C, {gj} G Bo)-
Let 7 G Go) be the cohomology class of {Fj^}, then since po ： 
To{B) — /fi(Mo,eo) is siirjective, 3hr E C such that 7 = YIT Mr ^ 
{r f^c} - { S r hrOrjk} = 0 in 丑1(編，00). Finally, by the natural inclusion 
So) 4 Fi(Mo，eo), e sc'{u,eo). • 
Lemma 4.6 If po is surjective, then we can construct h{s) and gj {zj, s) such that 
(4.2) is solved. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 4 . 6 
(For convenience, some z^s are dropped when there is no ambiguity by so doing) 
By Lemma 4.5 2. and the remark just beneath the proof of Lemma 4.4, it 
suffices to show that {1"州”(《5)} G Go). 
V r斗 (知 s)三” gt'\Us),s)-似G^rU⑷，"l”-i]⑷） 
二 “ 广 “ 吐 力 ； “ " 广 丨 ⑷ ⑷ [ 卜 1 1 ⑷ ） 
{-.' 9ik{Ck.t) 二 gi:j[gjk�Ck,t�,ty) 
- 亡 V 外 • ⑷ ， 外 " … - 1 ] � ) r t 咖 ( 勺 , ^ 
三” gt'HMs). s) - si —亡细咖、Zj,s� 
(3叫 
(•..||("广1(/,“。)’0),0) = | | (勺 ,。 ) = | ^ ) 
dCj dq dz^ 
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n Qz, 
三，r 咖(2：“5) — E ^ r f咖 ( 2力 s) 
^ rifc|”(s) - r,加(s) + rjk\v{s) = o • 
4.3 Convergence Proof 
In §4.2, formal solutions h{s) and gj{zj, s) were constructed. In this section, we 
are to show there are and (gjjvi^ ?, s)} so that the series converge. Prom 
(4.4), one has 
m 彻a 
r神fe) = E hrerAZj) + E — 9j{Zj) (4.6) 
Denote {Tj^} by F and define |r| = max力a： sup^ 斤；7)门(7* • 
Lemma 4.7 There exists hr, {gj} solutions to (4.6) satisfying 
\hr\<Kn \9j(zj)\<m 
for some constant K independent of T. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 4 . 7 
Prom the definition of F, we have |r| < +oo. It suffices to prove that there is a 
constant K such that 
inf max{|/ir|, sup \gj{zj)\} < 
zjeUj 
where the infimiim is taken over all solutions hr,gj{zj) 
Suppose otherwise, i.e. 3 r⑷ = { r《 } G Oq), and correspondingly “⑷，{")”} 
such tlmt |/if”)| < 2, < 2, |r⑷| < 念；and for A L L solutions, we have 
\gj{Zj)\ > 1. 
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Now, passing to subsequences, assume that {gf'\zj)} converges in Uj, and for all 
r, {"[”)} converges.Moreover，the former should converge uniformly on Uj, from 
the relation (4.6) (In particular, 二 < |r⑷| 一 0, converges and all 
other terms are bounded on Uj fl Uk)-
Denote hr = lim”"严’ gj{zj) 二 lim”")…（Zj-)’ then 丑 / 幻 ） ： = … — ~ 
gf\zj) - Qjizj) constitute another solution set of (4.6) for r⑷.However, the 
fact that i f (”） 0 , sup:斤\Gf\zj)\ —> 0 contradicts with our assumption. • 
W e now make use of the major ant series to prove the convergence. First of 
all, repeated use of A{s)^《M(s), y4(s) as defined in (3.5) yields 
A { s y � V = 1,2，3,… （4.7) 
\c/ 
It suffices to prove the following 
Theorem 4.2 There exists sufficiently large b and c such thai /i卜】(s)�A{s) 
and s) — zj�^(s) for all v >1. 
P R O O F OF THEOREM 4 . 2 
Proceed by induction on v. v = l can be achieved by simply choosing b sufficiently 





we have /?.[”_ij(s)《A⑷， 
and + 01 < …t；, for all |C| small, Vi + ..ah > 1. 
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Since fjk{zk, s) = Zj + E ” fjk\v{zj, s) is given, we can assume 
C f ^ s) - Zj « Ms) £ '以列 + 刮广(4.8) 
.•• + C, S) — 力 5) - fjk{Zk, s) + Zj 
= + C,s)-(勺 + o ) - {g^r^izj. s ) -
= E 二 ( 勺 + o ( � ; ^ ' - E ff仏(讽….sr 
V l + . . . V l > l 
Vl+...VI>1 /Ii+.../Un>l 
_ V ( sr f 1 V" f gjn�i[Zj+r])drn...dr]n “i \ 
《 I ] 1 (•.• Induction hypothesis) 
,«；1+…/X1+… 
� E 外 ) | ； ^ 《 E 刷 ( 字 广 ( ^ V o . (4.8)) 
= 外 ) [ ( £ ( 华 ) T -1]=补)[(1+£ ( 學 ) T -1] 
1 oo , 
< 刷 [ ( l + ^ E ( 告 广 、 ⑷ 广 - 1 ] (FVom (4.7)) 
/x=l 0 
2 6 1 
� > 1 ( 5 ) [ ( l + - ^ o ( s ) ) " — 1]， by choosing c � l a r g e nough so that —^ < -0 ,, � 2 
《 补 ) [ ； 《 彻 “ 尝 广 \ ⑷ ] (FVom (4.7)) 
fc~ 1 h~ 1 
2 v^ on+1 ,u \ 
fc=0 
by taking b, c such that 6〉6。，c > Co 《警乂⑷ 
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� J - M s ) + fjkizk. s) — Z j � — ^ ( s ) + Ao{s) 
《 ( ‘ 約 c 
On the other hand, since gjk[Zk�t�is g ven, we can assume that 
oo 
9jk{Zk + C,t)-Zt- L(C, ®o(Cl + …+ Cn + 力1 + …+ 力m)"， 
/i=2 
where L(C, t) is the linear term of the expansion of gjk{zk + (，亡）in Then by 
the induction hypothesis, C = — Zk�成s), t = ^^(s)《A(s)， 
and 
OO OO 6 “ 丄 
� L <(m + � + n)" A{s) 
fi=2 fj,—2 
=balim + n)2 ^ /6Qo(m + n) \ ^^^^�26ag(m + n)2 制 
C L V c / c ‘ 
by choosing large c such that “(^打)< i. Hence by the definition of 1，州“2；)，s) 
(Lemma 4.4), we have 
^ , � �2奸 ％ bo 26ag(m + n)2] 
^jk\v{zj, s ) � + y + — ^ - - ^(s) 
Essentially, by Lemma 4.7, this implies that there exists solutions /i”…⑷，{9j\v{s)} 
such that /V|u(s)，《A(s), by first choosing b large and then c so that f》1. 
Finally, since ⑷="[-一丄]⑷ + ⑷ , 力 s ) = + 如“Zj,s), it 
suffices to conclude the proof. • 
P R O O F OF THE COMPLETENESS THEOREM 
Restricting to A = {s G \s\ <£：},£> 0 so that h{s) converges absolutely and 
g.j{zj, s) converges absolutely and uniformly for zj G Uj, as implied by Lemma 
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4.7. Without loss of generality, assume A/A = UJU�X A, M = UJUJ x B, where 
UJ = W j n IVO = UJ n Mq as described in §4.2. Now, the map gj(zj, s)= 
{gj{zj, s), h{s)) constructed in §4.2 has the following properties: 
• QjiPj X A) C C" X In fact, we can assume gj{Uj x A) C Uj x B C M 
by further restriction on gj. 
• 9j\u. = idjy., i.e., gj{zj,0) = (z力 0) 
• Vc e [4 n [/力 3V(C) := {{z,,s)\ \zk - c | < £ ’H < e} C g-\Uk X B) n 
G;I.[UJ X B) such that GJ = G^ on V(c). But this is essentially the relation 
(4.2) for all (zfc,s) G V(c). 
Therefore, there exists a holomorphic g : UjUj x A ^ M such that g【厂父‘么 二 gj. 
Moreover, g{zj, s) = {gj{zj, s), h{s))y(zj, s) G Uj x A, implying that wog = hon. 
Finally, gj(Zj,0) = Zj implies that g is an extension of the identity go : Nq —> MQ. 
• 
4.4 Effective Parameters and Number of Mod-
uli 
Given a complex analytic family (.M, B C C饥，and suppose that A :羞—— 
樂 is injective, then the complex structure of Mt G X varies with t and we have 
Definition 4.2 t =(力i,...，tm) is an effective parameter for [M, B, w) if 
Pi : Tt{B) Hi[A4t,Qt) is injective for each t e B. In this case, (M, B, w) is 
called an effectively parametrized complex analytic family. 
Suppose an effectively parametrized family B, zu) is given with 二 M, 
then dim Po(Tq(B)) = m. Now, consider an arbitrary 6 in 0). If it 
happens that 3cx G C such that 9 = Po( S ^A^), then by a holomorphic map 
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/i : C —> C"^ defined by h{s) = (ciS,..., c^s), the induced family {Af/j.(s)||s| < e}, 
£ > 0 sufficiently small, has the following properties: 
1. M _ = MO = M- • 
2. m = 。 = 5 > A _ , = 。 = E—IH 
Hence, 6 must satisfy the primary obstruction as mentioned in §3.1. These extra 
properties suggest that m might be smaller than dim 0) in general. 
W e try to count the number of effective parameters for manifolds already in 
a complete complex analytic family: 
Definition 4.3 Let M be a compact complex manifold. If there is an effectively 
parametrized and complete family (M, B,zu) with 1(0) — M , 0 G 5 G 
define the number of moduli m(M) of M to be m{M) =• dimB = m. 
It is necessary to check that m ( M ) is invariant under the choice of family chosen. 
Suppose there exists another effectively parametrized and complete (A/‘, D , TT) 
with 7r-i(0) = M , 0 e Z) C we need to show that m = I. 
Since {J\f, D, tt) is complete, there exists A with 0 G A C B, a holornorphic 
h : A ^ D such that h{0) = 0 and { M A , A, W) is induced from (A/“, D.TT) by H, 
i.e. 
Mt = w-\t) = Nhit). Vie A 
Since t =(亡i，...’‘）is effective,赞 G H^MuOt) = H\Nhit),Qh{t)).i = 
are linearly independent. Meanwhile, ^ ^ = •二i 祭势，implying m < I. 
Changing the roles of M and N , we have m = I. • 
Theorem 4.3 Given a compact complex manifold M with 6) = 0； we 
have m(M) = dim provided that m(M) is defined. 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 4.3 
•.. G) = 0, by the existence theorem (Theorem 3.2), we have a family 
(M,B,iu) with ti7-i(0) = M , 0 e B C and TO{B) ^ H \ M , Q ) . Then by 
the completeness theorem (Theorem 4.1)，{M, B,w) is complete at 0. Prom 
Definition 4.3, there exists a complete and effectively parametrized (A/‘, D, tt) 
such that 0 G Z) C (叫 and 7r-i(0) = M. 
• (A/*, D, TT) being effectively parametrized implies that m{M) = dim To(D) < 
dim//i(M,e). 
• The completeness of (A/‘, D, tt) implies 3A C B containing 0 such that 
(Ma, A, zu) is induced from {J\f, D , TT) through some /i : A —> D, h(s) = t 
with h{0) = 0. Hence, for A = 1，…’ m 
( 学 ） 徵 e 布 , e ) 
V dtx / T=O V ^ dtx dsy / s=o 
are linearly independent. Thus, m{M) >m — dim To(5) = dim 0).B 
Note that m{M) is not automatically defined. W e digress for a moment stat-
ing some stability theorems from which some sufficient conditions for the well-
definedness of m[M) are derived: 
Theorem 4.4 (Semi-continuity theorem) Given any differentiable family 
{M, B, w) of compact complex manifolds, we have for each s eB, 3£ > 0 suffi-
ciently small, such that 
dim H\Mt, St) < dim H\Ms,Qs). - s| < e. 
Theorem 4.5 Suppose dim H^{Mt,Qt) s^ t-independent, and 
f ^ ) G i/i(Mo,Qo)’l < k < m are linearly independent. Then 〉 0 
\ 叫 / t=o 
sufficiently small such that ^ ^ G H^{Mt, 9^), 1 < k < m are linearly independent 
for丨力丨< £. 
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Theorem 4.6 //dim 丑 (风，ej and dim H^^+^Mt, St) are independent oft G 
A , then so is dim//乂风，6)t). 
The above 3 theorems will be discussed in Chapter 6. 
Theorem 4.7 Suppose 6) = 0, then m{M) is defined if and only if 
dim Qf) is t-independent, A, OeACB is sufficiently small. If the 
independence condition is satisfied, then {Ai, A , w) is an effectively parametrized 
complete family. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4 . 7 
=>). . . / /2(M,e) = 0’ ... By Theorem 4.3, m(M) = dim 
Now, from the argument in Theorem 4.3，there exists a complete, effectively 
parametrized (Af,D,n) such that OeDC C"(⑷，7r-i(0) = M. 
• D being effective 々  ps : Ts{D) —> 0s) is an injection 
dim H\Ns,es) > dimTsiD) = m(M) = dim 丑i(M’e) 
• (AA, D, tt) being complete 3A C B containing 0 such that { M a , A, w) 
is induced from (AA, D, tt) through some holomorphic h : A ^ D with 
h(0) - 0. 
dimff^(No,eo) = dim I/^(M,e) => dimN^N^Os) > dimI{'(No,eo). 
This, together with Theorem 4.4, leads to dim H \ N s ) O.s) = dim Go), 
\/js| <£：’£> 0 sufficiently small. 
Thus, shrinking A if necessary to allow \h{t) | < s, "it £ A, we have dim Qt)= 
dim H^Ns^Os) = dim//I(TV�, eo) = dim 8) = m(M),Vt G A 
仁）If dim H\Mt, St) = m is independent oft, then ( ^ ) G H\Mo, Oq), A = 
V饥入/t=o 
1 , m are linearly independent. Hence, by Theorem 4 . 5，^ ^ G 6^), A = 
1，...，771 are linearly independent for all < e, e > 0 sufficiently small. 
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Let Ae = {t G A\\t\ < £}, then (A^a^j is effectively parametrized and 
Pt ： Tt(Ae) 6f) is surjective for all t G A。Hence, by the completeness 
theorem (Theorem 4.1), {Ma^.^e,'^) is complete. By Definition 4.3，m{M) 
is defined (and is equal to m). • 
Theorem 4.8 IfH%M, 8) = 0) = 0，then m{M) is defined and m{M)= 
dim //i(M’ 0). Moreover, M has an effectively pammtrized complete {Ma^ A , vj) 
with 1(0) = M. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4 . 8 
The existence theorem (Theorem 3.2) guarantees there is (A4, B, w ) such that 
t;j7-i(0) = M and To{B) ^ H\M,e). Using Theorem 4.7, we only need to 
check that dim Ot) is ^ -independent for all t small, but this is true by 
Theorem 4.5 and Theorem 4.6 as 丑 o(风，e,) =. lP�MuQt�= 0 for all t 
small. • 
4.5 Examples 
Kodaira and Spencer [6] have fully computed the following examples of complex 
manifolds, generalizing the already established fact on Riemann surfaces: 
M m(:= dimTo(S)) dim H\M,e) m = dim H^{M,e)? 
P" 0 0 Yes 
C^/G, complex tori n^ N? Yes 
Compact Riemann surface 3^ — 3 — 3 Yes 
of genus g >2 
„ [ 0 if I； < 4 r~0 if V < 4 
Quadratic transform of P � � < Yes 
, � � 2v-8 i f ^ ; > 5 2v-8 if > 5 
(on V distinct points) � � 
20 N O " 
丄 1 ,山 1 丄, o if n = 2Ji = 4 if n - 2,/i = 4 Hypersurface in (de- (7厂+1+" - (n + 2)2 
, � I (n + 2)2 Yes 
gree h) 
otherwise otherwise 
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**Note: When n = 2，" 二 4’ we have - (n + 2)^ = 19. 
It should be observed that m = dim 丑i(Af，G)) in most cases, but not always. 
Note also that the m's in the above table are N O T necessarily numbers of moduli 
of the respective manifolds, unless the families chosen can be proved to be effec-
tively parametrized and complete. 
Nevertheless, we can compute m{M) by applying the theorems established above: 
1. Projective Space P": W e have m = dim 6) = 0 since we do not 
have any noiitrivial family for P". By the completeness theorem, the family 
of only one member is complete, and hence m(P" ) 二 0. 
2. Complex Tori: Since we already have m = dim 6), we only need 
to check, by the completeness theorem, that the chosen family (whose pa-
rameters are the entries of the period matrix) is effectively parametrized, 
but this is true ([6], p230-4) and hence m{M) = 
3. Hypersurfaces in P"+i: For cases other than n = 2, 二 4’ we can make 
use of the completeness theorem to prove that M(M) — dim B) 
as in the case of complex tori. When n = 2,/i = 4, we need to observe 
that //o(M,e) = H、 M , e ) = 0, and hence by Theorem 4.8, we also 
have.m(M) = dim//^(M, G) despite the fact that for our chosen family, 
m^ dim H\M,Q). 
Finally, it should be noted that m ( M ) is not automatically defined for any given 
M. Kodaira ([6], p309-14) has given the following example: Consider Mt = 
CA X pi U U2 X pi, where Ui = U2 = C, and (^ 1,(1) e Ui x is glued to 
(22, C2) G /72 X pi through 2:122 = 1, (1 = Z2C2 + tz�. It can be shown that Mt 
forms a complete family with 60) = 0, but dim Qt) = 1 when 
亡二 0 and 0 otherwise. Hence, by Theorem 4.7, m{Mo) is not defined. 
Chapter 5 
C R Manifolds and Deformations 
In this chapter, we introduce the C R manifolds and its tangential Cauchy Rie-
mann structure as a generalization to complex manifolds. Then the differentiable 
family of C R manifolds is set up as in Chapter 2，and we end this chapter by 
stating the semi-continuity theorem for the C R case. 
5.1 CR Submanifolds and Tangential Complex 
Here we state the complexification of vector spaces and complex structures es-
sential for later uses. 
1. Complexification: Let ⑷ be a real vector space, then the complexifi-
cation of V, denoted as K (giK C is a complex vector space with (complex) 
dimension n. Essentially we have 
ol{v® (5) == 0 a/?, ；^ (g) a = Va, P eC^^v eV 
The dual space V* (g)! C is defined by the pairing: 
< (f)0a,v<S) P >:=< (t),v> a(3, Va, /? G C,V(/) G V*, "iv G V. 
A real linear map L \ V ^W oi real vector spaces induces a complex linear 
m a p V (8)ir C ly (g)iR C by L[v ® a) := [Lv) ^a.'ive V, V a G C. 
42 
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2. Complex structures: A complex structure map J :V -^V is a real linear 
map with J) 二 -idy. By definition, V should be even-dimensional in order 
to have a complex structure. Again, we can complexify J to give a complex 
linear map on V C, which is conjugate invariant: J(v 0 a) = J(v 0 a). 
Thus, we have the decomposition of V C by the eigenspaces of J: 
V(g>c = "i/i，oe\/o’i , = i/o’i 
where V^ i，。(resp. V。’” is the (resp. —i) eigenspace of J in V 0 C. 
Lemma 5.1 Suppose V is an even-dimensional real vector space and L C V®C 
is a subspace such that L n L = {0} and L © L = V(giC, then there exists a unique 
J : V V such that L and L are +i and —i eigenspace of the complexified map. 
The above treatment can be easily extended to a differentiable manifold. 
Now, consider any real submanifold M of C〃. One first looks at 
Definition 5.1 For any p G M,Hp{M) := Tp{M) 0 J{Tp{M)) is called the 
complex/holomorphic tangent space of M at p. The quotient space Xp(M) :=•• 
Tp{M)/Hp{M) is called the totally real part of the tangent space at p. 
W e shall identify Xp{M) with the orthogonal complement of Hp{M) in Tp{M) 
relative to the Euclidean inner product. W e then have Tp{M) = Hp{M)®Xp{M). 
Lemma 5.2 Suppose M has real codimension d in C^, (i.e. d\m^T{M) = 2N — 
d), then d < m < 2d,\fp E M, where m is the real codimension of Hp{M) in 
TpiCN). 
Definition 5.2 M is called a CR submanifold of CR codimension k in C " if the 
real codimension of Hp{M) in Tp(M) is constant for all p G M and is equal to 
k. 
Note that it is possible for k to vary with p e M. 
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REMARK 
1. Lemma 5.2 says that 0 < k < d. The extreme case A; 二 0 corresponds to a 
complex manifold while in the other extreme k = d, M called a generic 
C R submanifold. 
2. In the case where Hp{M) = 0 for all p, M is called totally real. Clearly, 
a totally real submanifold is of real dimension at most N and is a C R 
submanifold of C R codimension k = 2N — d. 
Lemma 5.3 If M is a real hypersurface in C^ (i.e. d — 1), then M is a CR 
submanifold of CR codimension k = 1. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 5 . 3 
Since J of C ^ restricts to Hp{M), diiriK Hp{M) is even. Lemma 5.2 implies that 
the real codimension of Hp{M) is 2, which in turns implies k = 1. M 
Definition 5.3 Define := 7 ; i ’ � ( C � n (Tp(A//) (g) C) ； H � � M ) : = 
7;o’i(C,n(Tp(M)(8)C) 
Lemma 5.4 Hp(M�� C = ® H�i[M)�. = 
PROOF OF LEMMA 5 . 4 
The conjugate relation is obvious by definition. For the other equality, we proceed 
as follows: Extend J : Hp{M) -> Hp{M) to J ： Hp{M) (g) C — Hp{M) (g) C. This 
leads to a decomposition of Hp(M) <S> {C) into and —i eigenspaces, say H+ 
and H— respectively. Note that by definition, 
H'/{M) = {Xe Tp{M) ® C\J{X) 二 IX} (5.1) 
This implies that 
1. H+ C since any +z eigenvector of Hp(M) (8)C is an eigenvector of 
Tp{M) 0 C (... Hp(M) 0 C C Tp(M) (g) C); 
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2. //pi’�(A//) C H+ since by (5.1), we also have 丑”(Af) C Hp{M). 
Similar argument shows that H— = II�i(M), and we are done. • 
REMARK： 
1. Suppose M is a smooth submanifold of C ^ defined by {z G C^\pi{z)— 
...—• pd{z) = 0}, with dpi 八.../\dpd + 0, then it is easy to see for each fixed 
P e M , 
H ' / m = {V^ e 二 0,1 s A; s d} 
(Similar results hold for Hence, dime H^'^(M) = n - k, where 
k is the number of linearly independent elements of {dpi,..., dpd}. Note 
that it may happen that k < d. For example, consider M C C^ defined by 
X2 = 2/2 = 0, then d=2 but dim =• l,Vp G M. 
2. For any C R submanifold M of C〃，we have 
• i/pi’。(M) n H》i(M) = {0}’Vp G M ; 
• and are involutive, i.e. closed under the Lie bracket. 
These properties are important because they are used to define an abstract 
C R manifold without any ambient space. 
From now on, we focus only on any real hypersurface M in C^, defined by one 
defining function p. Let T*(C^) be the vector bundle of (p, g)-forms on 
and SP’q(JJ") be the space of smooth sections of over an open set 
U C C^. Then for any hypersiirface M defined by p in C^, we have 
Definition 5.4 A ^ ' ^ T * ( C ^ ) \ M is the restriction o/八则：r*(CW) on M, where 
a Hermitian inner product is defined as to make {dz! A dz"^] \I\ = p, | J = 
q, /, J increasing] an orthonormal basis of T*{C^). In addition, write 
p’q p.9-1 
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which is an ideal in T*(C^). The orthogonal complement of in 
八P’"T*(C")|M is denoted by 
Let tM ：八外"T*{C^)\m — (P叫M)丄 be the projection map, then the image 力m(/) 
of / G 八T*{C^)\m is called the tangential part of /. Conversely, any smooth 
section g of (/P’"|M)丄 over U, denoted as p € can be extended to some g 
defined on 门 C ^ with i) A M 二 [/，and we have 
L e m m a 5.5 For any gi,g2 G with tjv/(豆i)=亡m(互2)，观 have ^m(^^i)= 
tM 例2). 
P R O O F OF LEMMA 5 . 5 
� ~ 
Given p : U —^ M a defining function on M「、U, we have 
d(ap + (3 /\~Bp) = (da)p + (a + dp)八G 尸， 
Va G G Hence,否(/”’” C /p’州力m否( /外” = 0 4 
tMidgi)-力M(否豆2) = tM(d{gi - 92)) 二 0 since --々 2 ^  P，" by assumption. • 
By L e m m a 5.5, we can define the tangential C R complex Dm : —> 
as follows: 
V/ e let U CC^ be an open set with G n M 二 U, and let f e 
with tMif) = /, then Dm! •=亡M(否/)• 
Dm forms a complex on much similar to the Cauchy Riemann complex d on 
⑵： 
1. SmU 八 g)=万Mf 八 g + (_1 广V 八 ^M仏 V/ G Slfyg e 
2. O m o 5m = 0. 
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5.2 Abstract CR Manifolds and its Cohomolo-
gies 
Definition 5.5 Let M be a differentiable manifold and S be a subbundle of 
T{M) 0 C, then S is called a partially complex structure if S Ci S = 0， and 
r(5), r(5)] C r{S), where r(5) is the space of smooth sections of S over M. In 
this case, we call M a partially complex manifold. 
Obviously this generalizes the concept of complex manifolds, and includes all CR 
submanifolds as defined in §5.1 as special cases. 
Theorem 5.1 For any partially complex manifold M (with partially complex 
structure S), there is a unique subbundle P ofT{M) such that P ® C = S (B S, 
and a unique homomorphism J : P P such that ,P = —idp and S 二 
{X — iJX I X E P}. ({P, J) is called the real expression of S) 
P R O O F OF THEOREM 5 . 1 
It suffices to prove the existence of P such that P (g) C 二 S ® S; Once this is 
settled, the rest comes from Lemma 5.1. But P is defined naturally as the space 
of all real, linear combinations of basis vectors of the space S ® S. M 
M is called an abstract C R manifold if dimT(M)/P = 1. In what follows, 
this intrinsic setting of C R manifolds is adopted and the modifier “ abstract" is 
dropped when there is no ambiguity. 
For any differentiable manifold M, we define F(M) to be the space of real-valued 
C°° functions on M. Now, consider a C R manifold M with structure 5, we define 
the C R operator d" : F(M) O C r(S*) as follows： 
Vw G F(M) (8) C, {d"u)(X) := G G M. 
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Definition 5.6 A complex vector bundle E of M, where M is a CR manifold， 
is holomorphic if there is some ds : F(丑)—> r{E (g) S*) such that 
1. X{fu) = Xf-u + f-Xu, 
2. \X,Y]U = XYU-YXU, 
\/u 6 r(五)’V/ G F{M)0CyX,Y e r(5) and Zu 二 (dEu)(Z)yZ e r(5). 
R E M A R K 
1. The trivial line bundle M x C is holomorphic with respect to d". 
2. The operator Be is called the Cauchy-Riemann operator and a solution u 
to Seu = 0 is called a holomorphic cross section. 
Definition 5.7 Let E and F be any CR vector bundles on M, then a bundle ho-
momorphism (p : E — F is holomorphic if X{(f){u)) 二 (f)�Xu), Vu 6 r { E ) y X G 
S. 
Theorem 5.2 The factor bundle T�o(M) ：二 T(A/) (g) C/S of a CR manifold 
(M, S) is a holomorphic vector bundle with respect to d — <9ri,o(M) : r(T"i’o(M))— 
r(Ti'0(M)(8)5*) as defined below: Mu G r(Ti'0(M)), choose Z G r ( T ( M ) 0 C ) 
such that u = u)[Z)’ where u : T{M) (8)C is the projection, and write 
(du)(X) = uj{[X, Z]),VX G r(5) 
P R O O F OF THEOREM 5 . 2 
W e need to check that d is well-defined, and satisfies the two conditions in Def-
inition 5.6 
Suppose we have Zi,Z2 G r{T(M) (g) C ) such that u = u{Zi) = u;(Z2), then 
Zi - ZoES^ Z1-Z2 e S. Hence, MX e r(5), 
X，Zi] — [X, Z2] = [X, Zi — Z2] = [X, Z\ — Z2] G 5, 
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since S is involutive. Thus, Zi]) = and d is well-defined. Now, 
for the two conditions, consider any Z G r(T(M) 0 C) such that u = uj(Z), and 
we have: 
1. X(fu) = (d{fu))(X) = fZ]) = uj(Xf . Z + /[X, Z]) 
=(Xf)uj{Z) + f . ij(lX, Z])=Xf-u + f-Xu 
2. [X,Y]u = (aw)([X,F]) =a;([[X,F],Z]) = -a;[[F, -
= [ F , Z]] - a;[F, [Z, ZJ 
=d(cjlV, Z])(X) — d(cjlx, Z]){Y) 
= - d(Xu)(Y) = X{Yu) — Y(Xv). • 
R E M A R K Consider the case where M is a C R hypersurface of C^, then 
Ti’o(M) is the holomorphic vector bundle of tangent vectors of type (1,0) to M 
as defined in §5.1 (Hence, this justifies using the same symbol for both 
cases). Indeed, the inclusion T ( M ) (g) C T(C") ® C induces an injective ho-
momorphism T(M) (g) C/S T(C^) 0 C/(ro，i(C")|M) 二 T1’o(C")|m. Hence, 
when dime T ( M ) 0 C/S = N (e.g. 
when M is a hypersurface), we can identify 
T ( M ) (8) C/S with T1’。(C，|m. 
Let 五 be a holomorphic vector bundle over E, and write for all ^  > 0, 
Q 
E) = E0/\S*] 赏 VM，E) 二- r(C%M, E)) 
and dl :劣q�M’ E)-> 炉+i(M，E) defined by 
— — _ 州 _ — 二 — 
1 = 1 
^ 
..., Xi, Xq), 
i<j 
for all (j) G <r。(M,丑),Xi，...,Xg G T{S). Since we also have d^^^ odl = 
0, {'^^{M, E),d%} is a complex giving rise to cohomology groups, denoted as 
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Hq�M, E). 
W e digress for a moment to define the spectral sequence {辟，^(M)} for any de 
R h a m complex d} of a differeiitiable manifold M. Denote 
k 
A^[M) := /\(T(M) (g) C)* j^k := r04、M)) 
:= e A\M) I ct>[X,, . . . ’ X P — . . . J k - p + i ) = 0, 
Thus, we have 
F ^ A H M ) ) D F时i(A\M))， dFP[s^\M)) C 
F^{A\M)) - A � M ) , 二 0 
W e now define as follows: 
們 ( M ) = F P ( A P + W )’ 严 ( M ) ---= 
CP'^ (M) = AP’g(M)/A时 1’计i(Af), - r(C彻(iWy) 
Then //p’"(M) are the cohomology groups of {'^^'^(M), d"), where d" : ^ ^'^(M) 
is induced naturally from d : -q[M�-> J/P，计 
Theorem 5.3 CP气M) may be identified with FX) andMcp e ^^'^(M), d"(f)= 
{-IfdEpcp^ where Ep = is a CR vector bundle by 
{Yil;){ui, = Yjipjui,..., Up)) + Y^{-iyip{Yui, ui,..., Uj,..., Up), 
i 
\/iP e r(五p),wi,...，wp e r(T^'^(M)),v e s. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 5.3 
W e have the following short exact sequence: 
0 ^ » — ^ EP) > 0 
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where lP : Ep) is defined by 
e ...,Xp G T^(M) (8) C，VII’ e 5；.. The mapping is well-
defined by the definition of 义口，". Hence, CP'^(M) = ^ 
Cq(J\4,EP、. Moreover, a ^ p = = ( — 〃 ( “ G j^P'^(M). • 
R E M A R K When M is a complex manifold, then 7P々(M) are exactly the 
Dolbeault cohomology groups, and E) ^ Hq(J\4,QP[Ey), where is 
the sheaf of germs of local holomorphic sections of E. 
5.3 Strongly Pseudoconvex Manifolds 
Let M be a differentiable manifold and P a subbiindle of T{M). Denote P'= 
T{M)/P and write W : T ( M ) —> P' as the canonical projection. W e can define 
w e Y、P' ® P*、by 
Y) := vj{[x, y]), vx, y € r(P) 
If (M, S) is a C R manifold and (P, J) is a real expression of 5, then VX, Y G r(P), 
we have 
X — iJX, Y — iJY e S (V (P, J) is a real expression of S) 
[X -iJX,Y -iJY] e S 
[X, Y] - [JX, JY] - iJ{[X, y] - [JX, JY]) e S 
力[jx, JY] - [；c, r] G r(P) 
••• a;(JX, JY) = W[\JX, JY]) 二 W{[X, "K]) = LO{X, Y) 
This defines a P^-valued Hermitian form L.^  on P^ for each cc e M , 
Y) ：= UJ{JX, y ) , v x , y e r (P) 
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Definition 5.8 (M, S) is a strongly pseudoconvex (s.p.c.) manifold if {M, S) is a 
CR manifold and L^ is definite at each x £ M, i.e. when Lx(X, X ) = 0,X G Px, 
then X = 0. 
Theorem 5.4 If (M, S) is a s.p.c. manifold,, then 
1. If X e Px,uj{X,Y) = 0,vy G Px, then X = 0. (In this case is said to 
be nondegenerate at each x G M.) 
2. P is trivial and there is a trivialization 9 of (P')* (i.e. 6 £ r(P')* such that 
Oa： ^ Oyx e M) such that 
(a) de{X, Y) = -0{[X, Y]),\fX.Y e r (P) and hence (W工 restricted to P 
is nondegenerate at each x G M. 
(h) There is a unique infinitesimal contact transformation ^ on P 
(i.e. K,r(P)] C such that = l.^jdO = 0. 
(c) = — 
(d) The Hermitian fom -d6(JX,X),X e Px is positive definite at each 
X e M. 
REMARK 
1. A s.p.c. manifold must be odd dimensional. 
2. The mapping ^ —> ^  gives a 1-1 correspondence between the trivializations 
on r(P*) and the infinitesimal contact transformation ^ such that ^^ t 
P^yx G M. 
Definition 5.9 A trivialization 9 of {P')* is called a basic form if it satisfies 
2d of Theorem 5.4- An infinitesimal contact transformation ^  is called a basic 
field if ^3； ^ P,Vx € M and the corresponding 9 is a basic form. 
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It follows that a 1-form 6' is a basic form if and only if 9' 二 f9 for some positive 
function f and some basic form 9. In addition, an)' s.p.c. manifold can be given 
an orientation 0 八 ( d 0广 w h e r e ^  is a basic form. 
W e now justify the usage of "strongly pseudoconvex manifolds" as follows: Let 
(M'’<S') be an TV-dimensional complex manifold (or more simply M' = C^), 
and p : U R, U is an open set of M' such that dpx 半 0, Vx G U. Define 
S(p)^ := {X G 5； I dp{X) = 0}, and a Hermitian form L{f)^ : — M 
by 
Consider the real hypersiirface M = p—i(0), assuming the set is nonempty. 
Let S be the C R structure of M with real expression (P, J), then we have 
ST == S � p ) � G M. 
Define a 1-form 9 on M hy 9 = p, where l : M M' is the inclu-
sion, then 
1. 6 = —y/^L*d'p (and hence 9 is real). This is because dp = 0 on T{M) 
d'p = —dCp there. 
2. 9 gives atrivialization of (F)* and Y) = Y G 
Sx. 
Hence, M is s.p.c. as a C R manifold if and only if M is s.p.c. in M' in the 
classical sense. 
5.4 Differentiable Family 
Finally, we shall introduce the differentiable family in the C R case: 
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Definition 5.10 Let Q be a domain in and {Mt \ t e Q} be a family of 
compact strongly pseudoconvex CR manifolds parametrized by Q. Then {Mt \ t G 
Q} is differentiable if there is a fibered manifold A4 over Q with projection TT such 
that 
1. TT is proper; 
2. \/t G $1,71"一 1 ⑴ = M t is a differentiable manifold; 
3. Let St be the strongly pseudoconvex CR structure of Mt, where St C CTMt C 
CTM, then Ut^nSt forms a differentiable subbundle of CTM. 
Similar to the case of complex manifolds, we also have the following semi-continuity 
theorem (ref: Theorem 4.4): 
Theorem 5.5 (Tanaka, [15]) Let {Mt \ t e Q} be a differentiable family of 
compact s.p.c. CR manifolds of dimension 2n — 1 > 5, then for q ^ — 1, 
dim is upper semi-continuous in t E Q. 
W e shall prove this theorem in the last chapter. 
Chapter 6 
Stability Theorems 
A stability theorem asserts that a certain property of a complex analytic manifold 
is stable under “ sufficiently small deformations" of the complex analytic structure 
-more precisely that, if a certain fiber Vq of a differentiable family zu : V —> M 
possesses the property, then all neighbouring fibres also possess the property. 
(Kodaira-Spencer [8], p.351) 
In this chapter, we first prove the (upper) semi-continuity theorem for compact 
complex manifolds, and then outline the proof for the case of s.p.c. C R manifolds. 
Proofs of theorems as stated in previous chapters (Theorem 2.3，Lemma 2.2, 
Theorem 4.5 and 4.6) are outlined, if not detailed. To accomplish all these 
proofs, one needs to study the differentiable family of differential operators, and 
make use of some elliptic and subelliptic estimates to be appeared in the following 
sections. 
55 
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6.1 Semi-continuity Theorem 
6.1.1 The Case of Compact Complex Manifolds (Theorem 
4.4) 
The general setting in this section is as follows: Consider a family {Bt | i G A } 
of holomorphic vector bundles over a compact differeiitiable manifold X. The 
collection of sections of Bt is denoted by L{Bt) and a differential operator is 
a map Et : L{Bt) —> L{Bt) which can be locally expressed as 
i^Miix) = w ； 办 ） = 晰 ) ) e L{Bt\\/x G X 
V 
where t, Di) is a polynomial in Di = 蟲 . 
Now, given a family of compact complex manifolds {Mt \ t e A}, we first make 
use of Theorem 2.6 to assert that Mt is diffeomorphic to the same manifold, 
say A：. Hence, we can treat BT = T(MT) 0 A^T*{MT) A^ T*{MT) as a differeii-
tiable family of holomorphic vector bundles over X , and this family is locally 
trivial by using arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2.4. Prom now on,. 
write the corresponding L{Bt) as 父(Mt). The Hermitiaii metric <.，•〉, on 
T{MT) X /\PT*MT A^ T*{MT) induces an inner product on 气风）by defining 
for all in, (f>t e 父P,q[Mt)、 
r ^N 
(ipu(f>t)t ••= / <ipu(/)t >t - 7 , 
JMt ‘"！ 
where is the volume form induced by the Hermitian form on Mt. The formal 
adjoint -Ot and the Laplacian Dt := dt'dt + 'dtdt are defined with respect to (•, ’)t 
as detailed in Appendix A. 
Consider any locally finite open covering {f/j} of X , then by the equiva-
lence of {Mt I t G A } with X x A, we have some functions Zj(cc,t) on 观、 
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such that for each t e A, {x ^ z^{x,t)) | 贫 n X x t 0} forms 
a system of local coordinates on Mt. Then for any ^ (pt can be 
represented on each Uj x t C Mt (JJj,s cover X and Uj x A C ^j) by 
where (l>^{zj,t) = 勺 ， 心 A dzf\ and dim T{Mt) = v. 
Definition 6.1 (jn G 义 风 ) i s differentiable mt G A if each X = 
1, ...，I； are in Zj and t. 
W e define the Sobolev /c-norm for k — 0,1, 2,... on 父p气Mt") as follows: 
Definition 6.2 Fix a locally finite covering Uj on X. Denote any arbitrary dif-
ferential operator of rank I by D、，then for all ipt G 父p气Mt)，define 
1=0 j JUj A 
J 
R E M A R K is equivalent to \\ipt\\t uniformly in t. 
Now we state two important estimates for later use: 
1. (Sobolev's inequality) For all /= 0,1, 2 , a n y k e N , k > dim Mt/2, 3ck,i 
such that 
< € ， m (6-1) 
2. (Friedrich's inequality) For all I = 0,1,2, independent of t such 
that 
(II 也丨 k+m)2 < cMMwi + V 也 e 父 p�qm (6.2) 
The Laplacian 口亡 is self-adjoint with respect to (., Let HP'^(Mf) = {tlh ^ 
JfP'q^Mt) I C\tiJjt = 0}, then we have the following orthogonal decompositions: 
义 P ’ ( 风 ） = e 
= e Im dt © Im 'dt 
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Furthermore, from the analysis of compact operators, we have 
Theorem 6.1 Dj has real eigenvalues 0 < Xi{t) < X2(t) < ... with lim.;i_»oo = 
+00. Let ••• be the corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors, then G 
J^P'^(Mf), (j)t — with convergence with respect to || • \\t. 
Hence we can define the orthogonal projection F] : ^ ^'^{Mt) —> H^'^(Mf) with 
Ftdh := (^t^MtWth, € if '^^ (Mt) 
Ah �=0 
The Green operator is then defined as Gt : ^ ^'^(Mt) —> Im Dt by 
Gt.t '•= y ^ (诊(，冲th- In other words, we have ^tGt — Gt^t = 1 —巧-入I � 
Lemma 6.1 J] bth 如 h defines an element in ^ ^'^[Mt) if and only ifY^f二 i 入 � 2”�/iP 
converges for all / = 0,1, 2,... 
PROOF OF LEMMA 6 . 1 
Suppose YM^Pth = 4>te 沪 t h e n for all I = 0,1,2,..., B[(l)t = 
E Xh{t、％hiHh, and J] A"(力尸|6认|2 converges to 
Suppose X；二 1 A " � 2 ” 6 f " | 2 < + 0 0 , / = 0 ,1 , 2 ,…’ then since l i m " — � A " � = 
+00, we have 
+ �� < + 0 0 , A; = 1’ 2，… （6.3) 
h=l 1=1 
By inductively using (6.2), we should also notice that V V々 =仅仇华 t h ^ 
Q 
+ E W^fMl), yq.me N, 
1=1 
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where Cm is independent of t. For any k G N, choose q so that qm — m<k< qm, 
then 
I 謎 引 I 姚 2 ” i S 亡 1 1 • ⑷ I?) 
Z=1 
仏 ( 1 1德 2 +亡 I I •⑷ I ? ) 
oo k 
• mil < ‘ E ( 1 � ( 6 . 4 ) 
h=l 1=1 
for some constant dm since || . ||o and || • are equivalent. Now, consider xp?、= 
E L i bthAh, then 4'、e 父P，q(M). To show that 也 = Z Z i ⑴Ah is also in 
«ifP’g(M《),it suffices to show that for any differential operator of order I, the 
derivatives D[’於converges locally uniformly. But this is so because for each 
/, we can choose k large so that A: > / + n/2, then 
- < fe_,，,)2| 丨妙⑷-一 )| 丨： （...(6.1)) 
q k 
< (•/ (6.4)), 
h=p+l a=l 
which converges to 0 as p, g 一 oo, due to (6.3). • 
Corollary 6.1 Define W = G A x C | ( ^ A"⑴，V/i}，then C) e W, 
•((0 ：= Df - c is bijective on 沪q(Mt). 
P R O O F OF COROLLARY 6 . 1 
1. Injectivity: If = 0, then Otcpt = C(f>t (f)t = 0, since C + ^h(t) for 
all h. 
2. Surjectivity: Expand any (fn ^  义帅(风）as (fh 二 YMhAh- It suffices to 
show that the formal series A = J2 jj^z^ihh is in and 也 = 
(fh, but these are direct applications of Lemma 6.1. • 
Lemma 6.2 W is an open subset o/ A x C. 
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P R O O F OF LEMMA 6 . 2 
Consider any {tq.Q) G (A x C)\W,q 二 1,2，3，…with lim"oo(〜,Cg)=(亡o,Co) ^ 
A X C. It suffices to prove that {to, CO) • ^• 
Since C,) i G if關(M^J such that ||0ji〜二 二 Con-
sider any local chart (^4，h^ and any I > 0, then as in the proof of Lemma 6.1, 
if m》 I , then 
< c M U < C2(l + Cj + …+ O < +00， 
Vg > 0, for all x E K^ an arbitrary compact subset on Uk. 
D、《qfj are equicontiniious on K , and by passing to subsequences, we may 
assume converges locally uniformly for all I < 2. This implies that 
(fho '•= linig-^oo is a (p’�7)-vector form with C^ coefficients, with ||(/>fol|to = 1. 
As Df is of order 2, with coefficients in we have 
^toK = lim = lim = (亡o’Co) ^W.M 
OO ^ ^ q—oo ‘ 
Corollary 6 . 2 V(力o, Co) € W ， � 0 ， c 〉 0 such that — < M^C 一 Col < ^ 
and (fH e 父P寧t\ IPt(C)办llo > 川0. 
P R O O F OF COROLLARY 6 . 2 
By Lemma 6.2, V(力o, Co) e W, 36 > 0 such that V \t -力o|, |C _ Col < (力，C) ^ 
W |A/i�-(：\>6 for all ^ ^ ' ^ ( M t ) , write (l)t = J2 (kh如h and get 
也 II? 二 II ⑴ - O a t h M ' t = E ⑴ — 
Then the equivalence of \\'\\t and ||. ||o (uniform in t) gives the desired result. • 
W e need the following theorem to establish the differentiability of differential 
operators on JfP气Mt): 
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Theorem 6.2 Suppose Et :沪q�Mt)—父p气Mt) is a differentiable family of 
linear, differentiable operators, bijective in each t ^ A, and satisfies 
mt+i < cmMt+mil). mMo > c\MO 
uniformly in t and then (j)t being in t implies ipt '•=五厂 Vt is also in 
t. We say that E广 is C°° differentiable in t G A. 
The proof of this theorem is deferred to Appendix C. With this theorem at 
hand and applying Corollary 6.2, we can conclude that Gt{C) •= •^(C)"^ is 
differentiable in (t, () G W (treating C as one of the parameters). Now, fix 亡o G A 
and choose a closed Jordan curve C with interior in C not passing through any 
入h(A)). Choose > 0 as guaranteed by Lemma 6.2 so that Cxlto-S, to+^1 ^  恢. 
Define G V|力—亡o| < S, 
F胸t= Y 1 歸 暴 
入 h(t)eco 
Theorem 6.3 Ft(C) is differentiable inte A. 
P R O O F OF THEOREM 6 . 3 
The trick is to prove that FtiC、.* = - 击 J c ^ t i O M C , using Cauchy integral 
formula: = G ^ ^ ' ^ ( M , ) , 
A “ 0 e c o 几 /u 乂 、 
Lemma 6.3 dim Im Ft{C) is t-independent for all — < ^ when 6 > 0 is 
sufficiently small. 
P R O O F OF LEMMA 6 . 3 
Suppose {ip],ipd} is a basis of Im Ff(C), then since Ff。((7)er = er,l < r < d, 
are linearly independent, and by Theorem 6.3, Ft{C) is differentiable in t, 
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we have V|艺—亡o| < Ft{C)er E Im Ft(C) are also linearly independent, implying 
dim Im Ft(C) > d. 
Suppose now on the contrary \/5 > 0，3tq with \tq — to| < \ and dim Im Ft^ (C) > 
d I. Then at least d + 1 eigenvalues XhMq)^ 1 < r < d + 1 lie in with 
orthonormal eigenvalues ipt^ hr • Using the argument in the proof of Lemma 6.2, 
we may assume that after passing subsequences, iptoK := lini^  iptqhr exists and is 
a (p, g)-vector form with C^ coefficients, with liiiiq Dt^ iptghr = t^oi^ tohr- In both 
limits, convergence can be made uniform in Uj, which in turn implies Xhr(tq) also 
converges to some A"” (亡。).Hence, 
t^o'^ tohr = lim Bt^ lpt.hr = 办 /“. = XhM'iptohr • 
<7 9 
Since WiptohMto = lim^ \\ipt,hr\\t, = 冲tohr is an eigenvector with eigenvalue 
As Xhr{tq) e and no eigenvalue of lies on C, we have Xh^{t,o) G 
々 A o K e Im FJfi). But {iptohr,Khs)to = = 0 foF T s, 
ihohi,冲tohd+i are linearly independent, implying dim Im Ft^iC) == c? + 1，a 
contradiction. • 
Finally we come to 
P R O O F OF T H E O R E M 4 . 4 
Let Ce be a circle of radius £ > 0 centered 0 in C such that C^ x to C W. Prom 
Lemma 6.3, dim Im Ft(C^) = dim Im Ft^iCe) for all \t - to\ < S. Since all 
nonzero eigenvalues of Dto lies outside C^ (by choosing £ > 0 sufficiently small), 
dim Im Ft^^Ce) = dim Im Ft。- Since the zero eigenvalues of Dt lies inside Ce, dim 
Im Ft < dim Im F人Ce). Therefore, dim Im Ft < dim Im Ft。，\/\t - to\ < S. M 
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6.1.2 The s.p.c. Compact CR Case (Theorem 5.5) 
The situation becomes a bit more complicated in the C R case, for a s.p.c. C R 
manifold must be odd (real) dimensional, and the singled out real 1 dimensional 
space is somewhat different from the rest. W e first clarify the differentiable 
structure of the family: 
1. Conditions 1 and 2 of Definition 5.10 imply that M is locally trivial, 
i.e. for all ^  € Q, Mt = Mt。for some fixed to € as differentiable 
manifolds. Combined with condition 3 we can conclude that {St | t G 
is a differentiable family of subbundles of CTMto. 
2. Let {Pt, Jt) be the real expression of St (c.f. Theorem 5.1), then {Pt | t G 
is a differentiable family of contact structures on Mt。. By a result of 
Martinet [11], {Pt} is locally trivial and one may assume that Pt - Pto> Vt G 
a 
Let ^  be the infinitesimal contact transformation on 风。such that ^  ^  Pto^^ ^ 
M , and is a basic field for Mt。(and for each Mt as well). Denote the correspond-
ing basic form by 9. 
W e can extend Jt to a tensor field of type (1,1) on Mt by setting Jt(^) = 0. 
Then gt{X,Y) = -de{JtX, Y) defines a tensor field gt of type (0,2) on Mt. 
The restriction of gt to Pt is positive definite. W e set the Riemannian metric 
ht = fft + 沪 on Mt. This induces the Hermitian inner products < .’ • >t on CTMt 
and /\\CTMty. Now, G 丄 define 
(<^’VOt ••= <(j),ip>t dv, 
J Mt 
where dv = 6 A 
Recall the complex {沪’9(Mt)’<'} defined in §5.2. The decomposition CTMt = 
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c ^ e {St e St) is orthogonal with respect to < .，• >t. By Theorem 5.3, 
CP气Mt) can be identified with ((C^ 0 StYY 八 ( S ^ C Thus, we 
have the orthogonal decomposition 风 ) =乂 i W ^ )① # + i，卜丄 and d'l 
on 劣仏q�Mt) can be regarded as d on followed by the orthogonal pro-
jection 乂 P ’ 计 风 ） — D e f i n e the formal adjoint of d'l and the 
Laplacian A'/ = d'l5'l + 5'(d'l with respect to (•，.)t. 
By condition 3 of Definition 5.10 again, there exists a differentiable family 
of bundle isomorphisms {r^  : CTMt — CTM^o | 亡 G il} for sufficiently small, 
such that 
Tto = id , TtSt = Sto, Tt^ = ^ 
Each Tt induces naturally a bundle isomorphism C则(风）—CP气Mt丄 also 
denoted by r^ . 
Definition 6.3 A family (fn e "tfP气Mt") is a differentiable family if T4t G 资树(Az/J 
is differentiable in t. 
Suppose Ttcpt e 资P’g(Mio) is represented locally as ncfh = E|/|=:p,|j|=g l^^ tij^ 'i 
where cJQ, are orthonormal vectors, with cJQ = 6, then by writing ⑴^ = 
T-'ul 0<i<n-\and ^ = l < i < n - l , we have = 
This implies that is a differentiable family if and only if《了] are differen-
tiable in t. This matches with the notion of differentiability in the case of 
complex manifolds. 
W e define the Sobolev s-norm for s G M on 劣P、q、Mt) as follows: 
Definition 6.4 Fix an atlas with finitely many charts (JJk,hk) on M,,�such that 
each Uk is homeomorphic to Fix a local (real) frame (Xf ’J^�„_2) on 
Uk and a partition of unity pk subordinate to Uk. For all cfn ^ 赏仍^(M)，define 
ll々 tllfs) = :EH("4/7)。"[iH‘ (6-5) 
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where || •丨丨& on the RHS of (6.5) is the Sobolev norm on CJ°(R2"-”. 
R E M A R K 川⑷ is just 川⑷ on Aff。，and 丨丨办||(o) is equivalent to |Icj^tWt 
uniformly in t. 
From now on assume q ^ 0,n - 1 and shrink Q if necessary. W e state the subel-
liptic estimates for AJ' essential in our proof (They are proved in Appendix 
D): 
Lemma 6.4 There exists a constant C such that \/t G Vt,柳t ^ 赏外。(风)， 
mill) < C({A';ct>uMt +、小 t M t ) (6.6) 
Lemma 6.5 For any s = 0,1, 2， t h e r e is a constant Cs such that •力 G【?.，^ (pt ^ 
+ (6.7) 
Lemma 6.6 For any m = 0,1,2，...， there is a constant c'^ such that Vi G 
丨1灿?^^+1)$4(11么;'也1丨“ + _丨知） （6.8) 
The subelliptic estimates of the self-adjoint A;' for each t eQ yield the strong or-
thogonal decomposition ^ ^'^(Mf) = Iin < 0 Im S'/OJ^P'^^^Mt), where = 
kerA'/ is finite-dimensional. This implies that dimiJP'^(M) = dim资”气风）. 
W e can also obtain an orthonormal basis ^ th (which are eigenvectors of A'/) as 
in Theorem 6.1. 
Thus, we only need to prove that dim J^^'^(Mf) is upper semi-continuous in t 
in order to conclude the proof. In particular, by minor adjustment (e.g. changing 
父仏 n M t ) to 资P’g(M)，A ton and to IP 气 Mt)、, the arguments in §6.1.1 
can be repeated for the C R case, though the "only if argument of L e m m a 6.5 
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should be amended, for we can only make use of the subelliptic estimates here: 
W e still have the inequality (6.3), but not (6.4). Instead, by repeated use of 
(6.8) and the equivalence of 丨| • and || . ||(o), we should observe that for any 
(pt e 沪’ W )’ V m E N, 
m 
11糾丨^0〈。；；(丨丨0北+ ；^丨|么;"0北） (6.9) 
1=1 
...For any l-th derivative of the components of (f)tq = J2h=i bthikh, and any 
compact subset K of Uk, we can choose m》I such that for any q > p^x e K, 
< Cm-lA\(l>tq - KWtm) (-..(6.1)) 
m 
< - <PtX + Y ^ — M W l ) (,.. (6.9)) 
/=i 
< C ^ - l A ^ (1 + A " ⑴ 2 + …+ A / ^ ⑴ 2 饥 让 | 2 ， 
/i=p+l 
which tends to 0 as p, ^  —> oo. This suffices to conclude the proof. 
6.2 Other Stability Theorems for Complex Man-
ifolds 
W e now sketch the proof for Theorem 2.3, Lemma 2.2，Theorem 4.5 and 4.6. 
One shall notice that we frequently make use of the fact that ^^{Bt})= 
iiP’q[Bt) (Appendix B ) in order to derive these theorems from the harmonic 
theory we have so far. W e first need the following lemma: 
Lemma 6.7 is t-independent, then Ft and Gt are differentiable 
in t. 
1 
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P R O O F OF L E M M A 6 . 7 
With the setting in the proof of Theorem 5.5, we have V|t — to| < S, 
dim Im Ft{Ce) = dim Im FJC；) = dimIF’g(^o) 
=dim H树 (风） (By hypothesis) 
where Ft is the orthogonal projection J^ P’9(Mf) — HP’g(Mf). Since Ft[C,) is 
locally differentiable in t and to is arbitrary, we can concluded that Ft is 
differentiable in t. 
Recall that V(j)t = E ^ i (Hhihh, Gtcjh ：= ^ i h h . We construct, a. simi-
lar function GtiCe) = 喻th, and it suffices to prove that Gt = Ot{Ce) 
locally. But this is immediate because locally Ft{Ce) — Ft, implying A "⑷ = 0 if 
and only if Xh{t) e • 
W e now make use of this lemma to give the following 
P R O O F OF T H E O R E M 2 . 3 
The trick of this proof is to make use of the equality H ^ M u S t ) = HO’i(风). 
Using this equality, consider a,ny fixed infinitesimal deformation obtained 
from defined on Ujk = Uj n f4, and let be the corresponding har-
monic form. Let pi be the partition of unity subordinate to 11“ and define 
G ⑴ = E i PAk{t), then there exists a global ipt G such that 
xpAujXt = dt^ j{t) (by using the fact that Oikit) are holornorphic 1-cocycles). Since 
by definition 也 = J ^ p 〜 衫 嘉 on Uj x t, ipt is differentiable on ^  G A. 
It can be checked that S*ipt =. {^jk(t)}, where S* : r(Mt,dtJ^(T(Mt)))-> 
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H ^ i M u Q t ) - Since 
=H°’i(风）④及r(风,j^CT(风)))， 
htFt'ipt = S*ipt and (pt are 2 elements in which are both mapped to 
by the isomorphism ht : H^'H^O — H^Mt.Ot). Therefore, we have 
Ftih = (pt. Now since = 0, we have = 0 and 
ih = Ft^t + CkG 水=Ft^t + dt^tGt^t + �AGtih 
= + (•.• dtGti^ t = 0) 
= (f>t + dtVu 
、 by writing r" = i^tGttpt- Define 6j{t) = - rjt，then it can be checked that 
Oj{t) is holomorphic for each t, S{Oj{t)} = {Ojkit)} and their coefficients 6^{zj,t) 
are of {zj,t) is differentiable by default, and i]t = AGtih is C① 
differeiitiable by Lemma 6.7). • 
P R O O F OF T H E O R E M 4 . 5 
Repeat the proof of Theorem 2.3 as follows: For each 樂 G = 
1,..., m , associate (j)kt = Fttpkt ^ which is C°° differentiable in t due to 
the hypothesis and Lemma 6.7. Since (pko correspond to the linearly indepen-
dent , 4>kt are linearly independent within \t\ < e, for some e > 0. • 
P R O O F OF L E M M A 2 . 2 
W e first prove that we can construct a basis of Qt) consisting of C°° basis 
vectors, and then adjust them appropriately so that they become holomorphic in 
all variables (in particular, holomorphic in ti, ...,tm)-
Let {01,(f>d} be a basis of H^{Mt, Qt), then since the differentiable family 
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{e, I 力 e A } is locally trivial, we can choose vector fields iptq 6 <ifO’°(M), q = 
1,..., d, which are differentiable in t and V'og = (pq-
Note that „^ o’o(风）=HO，o(风)①•t„^ o’o(风）and HO’o(风）={(f> e 义o，o(风）| dtcj)= 
0} = Qt). Now, let (j)tq 二 Ff^ iptq’ then by the hypothesis and L e m m a 6.7, 
Ft is differentiable in t and hence so is (j)tq. By choosing t： > 0 small enough 
(f)tq are linearly independent for all |亡| < since (f)Qq = (j)q are assumed to be 
linearly independent. 
n Q 
Now, express such (f)tq on Uj x 亡 as (fhq = ^(^^^(zj, 
a = l 3 
Note that the transition function t) are holomorphic in all variables, and 
hence 
dchq +�d • d /Ad^M ,/3z d 
I 二 S I ( � 。 碎 = § 冢 ( S 外,”)碎 
o / d 
are also holomorphic vector fields on Mt, i.e. = / CLkpq[t)(btp, 1 <q< dioi 
some functions a^pqit) of t on < £. W e now construct 9tq = Y^p=i Cpq{t)(ptp 
so that Otq are linearly independent, and are holomorphic in all variables (t in 
particular), for some C°° functions Cpq{t) of t. For such 〜，we have 
� = S = E ( 響 〜 ⑷ 瓷 ） 
p 
= E + E cMt) (5： a 一⑴知) 
P ^ P R 
I 
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dCrqit) rv 
—7：^+ } ^ Cpq{t)akrp{t) = 0, = 1, k = l,...,m 
饥k „ 
p 
Q 4 ^C{t) + Ak{t)C(t) = 0, k = 1，m, 
otk 
where C{t) = (c^ g⑴)r’g ’ Ak[t) = (akrp�)r，p • W e quote the following lemma 
(modified from Proposition 19.1 of [8]) as follows: 
Lemma 6.8 If the operators V^  :=最一 A�satisfy the integrability conditions: 
"VfcV； — ViVk = Q, kj = 1, . . . , m , then for a sufficiently small s > 0, there exists 
a matrix function C{t) of class in t defined on |力| < e such that VfcC(t)= 
0, k = 1,..., m and C(0) = 1. 
It can be checked that the hypothesis is satisfied from the definition of Ak{t). 
Hence, we can choose a C[t) such that the vectors 〜，s are holomorphic 
(with (9og =•- = E p ^ pq(pOp = 009)• • 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4 . 6 
W e refer to the orthogonal decomposition o f 。 沪 P r o m now on we fix p > 0 
throughout the proof. Then it is not difficult to observe that 
1.父P气Bt) = iiP’q(Bt) e i^tA沪q�Bt) e The components 
Af := dtA，[Bt) and D? := are orthogonal to each other. 
2. D t A j = A l B t B j = D?. 
3. dt ： Al and ^ : A? -> D?"^ are bijective. 
Arrange the eigenvalues of Dt in the increasing order: 0 < ⑴ S …S Ai")⑴ < 
...(lim/,.^ oo 二 +00). Suppose we have some 广 G A 广 广 | = 
1’ ？广=必+” � 4 + 1 ， t h e n by defining v ^ = we have v ^ G 
V "fc � 
D ^ ,丨丨 = 1 and = o ^什”⑴ I n summary, we have 
Lemma 6.9 We can choose an orthonorrnal basis ..., ufi,…} of 
沪 s u c h that 
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1. Utel^ = 0，/i = 1，"”dq, dg := dimHP'^(A); 
忍.There is a sequence 0 < a(/)(” < … g < ...，linifc—� c ^ " ) � 二 +oo 
such that Elt^^ = � < ) ’ ^tvl = 4计 1)⑴略，where ujk and v^ := 
y (二)（必 t � i are basis vectors of Aj and Dj respectivehj. 
3. ^tui = . t ^ - i , M k = \ / 4 扑 1 ) ⑴ • 
Now fix an arbitrary e > 0 and define 
/i^'^(t) == (= dim W'^Bt)) 
N^{t) = ⑴ I 〜0 < X\f{t) is an eigenvalue of DJI 
Then, we have ⑴=“厂’？⑴ + 十？_；计丄⑴’ q = 0, where we put 
v^{t) = ？；时 1 ⑴ = 0 . 
Note that (q, h fixed) is continuous in t e A. Hence for each 亡〇 G A, 
35 > 0 such that m(t) = N'^{to)y\t - to\ < 6. 
Since the eigenvalues are discrete in values, we can choose £ > 0 so that v^ {to) — 0 
for g = 1, 2 , t h e n we have 
/ 产 ⑴ + 作 ) + ？；州⑴="叫7⑷， v|t ~to!<s 
Therefore, if dim n^(Bt))(= and dimn^(Bt))(="刚―” 
are ^ -independent, then for some (5 > 0, we have v^(t) = w什i⑴=0 on \t — to\ < 6, 
implying hT气t) = hT气to), i.e. d i m i s t-independent. Putting 
Gt = 0{T{Mt)), the lemma is proved. • 
Appendix A 
The Complex Laplacian Da 
Here we express in terms of local coordinates, the Laplacian Da on a holomorphic 
vector bundle with hermitian metric a. This computation will directly infer that 
•a is strongly elliptic. 
Laplacian on M 
W e first deal with the • on C⑴(p’ g)-forms. Suppose the hermitian metric 
Y^ is represented by Y 1 o n Uj. Then lo = iY, Qa'^dz'^ A dz3 
is the associated real (1, l)-form and 
cj" = 2rn\gdxi 八…八 {x^""' + ix^"" = g 二 det(知石)) 
W e can express any (p’ …-forms (p{z),'4>{z) as 
(hfz) = 6 j 八…Atls 〜八（i^A …八 c/W 
丫 \ ‘ p l q ] Z — / ^ a i - . - a p P i - . - P q 
^{z) = i^ Xi...XpTii."jiqdz、A ... A dz、 
It can be checked that 
〈 於 , < 0 〉 ⑷ ： = 丄 [ g T i 叫 … g 瓦 ^ … g 瓦 叫 瓦 
抖 a’"’A’M 
72 
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where =(知;5)—i，is a well-defined C°° function of z. For convenience, we 
also denote 
A’/i 
W e define the inner product by 
< � � z ) \ = f < > gdxi /\... h (tcf'"" 
J M JM 
Define d by -0) = (</), dif)) for every [p,q — 1) form • and {p,q) form 4>. The 
Laplacian is then given by • = + 'dd. W e now express step by step the • in 
local coordinates (In the following Ap = (ai,...,〜)，ai < ... < ap): 
••• = 
= 4 ( ^奶 A p 瓦 … [ 严 離 1 A … A 
J M 
E [ ( - 1 , & 汰 〜 “ . . d 一 •..。2>/0：1 A •" A dx-
=—(二)i;! j Y,小Ap瓦…^斷…gy^T'dxi A …A dx'''' (..• Integration by part) 
二 ( - i r i i： (嘉 + 凌 ) 一 “ … 
(3=1 ^ 
=(_1)P+1 dpij^P斷•• "Q—1 + order 0 terms 
=(—1)叶1 砂 〜師 1 . . . 办 也 … + order 0 terms 
々（州)A不.二（-1)时1 E g 邱 画 … p q — i + order 0 terms 
_ ) 仏 . . 瓦 一 E 严 [ 否 " ！ 办 瓦 . . i d + terms of order < 1 
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On the other hand, 
(否利场 . .瓦 = ( - i r 场 . 1 艮 
= ( - 1 产 I>即制麵)歸瓦•"瓦 + terms of order < 1 
...After cancellation, we have 
(•利如;57..A = — 办习瓦 . . A + lower order terms 
A" 
R E M A R K There exists a real linear operator * sending g)-forms to C°°{n— 
p, n - g)-forms such that < V；〉(2：)^  = (f){z)八本机z). Using one can con-
veniently write 'dip — - ^ 
Laplacian on a Holomorphic Vector Bundle 
Now, consider a holomorphic vector bundle 
B⑷ over and let = 
(g) APT*{M) (8) W e define a complex (j^p气B\d、as follows: 
Suppose {eji(:)，...，ejy{z)} forms a basis of Bz for z G Uj such that on UjCiUk ^  0, 
V 
A=1 
Suppose also that {zj,z^) are local complex coordinates of Uj, then {e^ A (g) 
dZj A d^J I 入=l，...，t;，|/| = p, I J| = q, /, J increasing} serves as a basis for 
(g) AP T*(M) f\q T\M). With respect to this basis, each section (j) oi B ® 
八p.r*(M) A^T*{M) can be represented by (p = {(f)], ..”(f)f) such that 
/i=l 
and d(j) [d4>], 
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For convenience, we denote the collection of these sections by 
Besides the Hermitian metric on M , we can now also define an 
Hermitian form on the fibres of B by specifying on each covering element UJ of 
M a positive definite form 
O'jiv, V) = J2 印 P � e Uj,Vr]j e B之, 
such that ajxji{z) is and 0^ (77,77) = where ^  = fkj . Thus, we can 
define inner product for any G by 
r ^n r “ 
( 0 , 利： = / (2；)— / V ajxji(z)(P)(z) A 
Again we define the formal adjoint 'da of d with respect to a = (ajA7i)A’/i=i’..，v by 
(办’ VO 二（么 iV孙 V0 G r(AP，州(B)). Thenr ：二 £^，户1 c^jA互 
*对 is a (71，n — 1) form and hence 
0 二 [ dT= [ dT= [ [ A 仰，V j^O 
J M JM J M JM 入’ p 
J M J M 
. . . E a j • 賴 ” = - ( — ( ^ ( E � A , * � ) ) 
fl V 
Let (af) = iajux)~\ then 
彻 y; = 广 》 小 】 ) ) 
A V 
=> MY； = (列E a j X T * ^ P ) 
A V 
二 * i^Y- - * [da^Xv * 
= ( 种 + terms of order zero 
... Qa = ^a^ + T^ a^ = • + temis of Older < 1 
= - E ^ ' ^ a i ^ + terms of order < 1 (A.l) 
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W e now define strongly elliptic differential operator on any holornorphic vector 
bundle B⑷.Express a self-adjoint differential operator E of even order m on 
FiB) as 
m V 
_ ) ( 工 ) = j y Z A X > D j y i l / ; � z ) , A = 1，...,％V功 G G 
1=0 /x=l 
where Dj) are homogeneous polynomials of degree I in Dj^ = ( 嘉 ) , a = 
1,..., n. Define the highest order term 
外(工乂力 G) = (-i)f ⑷ 五 e 7;!(M),Vx e MXj e B, 
Then A{x, () := on Uj is a globally defined Hermitian form in 
广1 广V Sj 1 —1 Sj • 
Definition A . l A linear partial differential operator E of even order m is said 
to be strongly elliptic if35>Q such that 
V 
where the Hermitian metric defined on B. 
Prom the result of (A.l) we can easily see that Da is strongly elliptic. 
Appendix B 
Hodge-Dolbeault Theorem 
Let h : — y" be a homomorphism of sheaves over M , define 
supp h = {pe M I h(yp) + 0} 
Definition B.l Let y he a sheaf over M. y is called a fine sheaf if for any 
locally finite open covering 發 = { U j } , there is a family of homomorphisms h.j : 
J^ ~^夕 such that supp hj C Uj and J2j = identity, i.e. hj(s) = s,Vs 6 
y . 
The sheaf of germs of functions over M , denoted as rO/, is an example of 
fine sheaves. The homomorphisms can be induced by the partition of unity 
subordinate to Uj. Meanwhile, it is not difficult to arrive at the following 
Lemma B.l If y is a fine sheaf over M, then y) = 0’ Vg 2 1. 
An exact sequence of sheaves over M 
is a fine resolution of if each is fine. 
Lemma B.2 For. the above fine resolution of , we have 
y) ^ I^M, d激-〜dI\M,匆q-�q > 1. 
77 
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P R O O F OF LEMMA B . 2 
Prom the fine resolution, we have the following exact sequences (the underlying 
M is suppressed for brevity): 
0 ^ ^ ^ 潘 - 0 
0 ~ ~ > 丄縱 _ r = 1，2,3「.. 
. . . ^ 激丑o(激0)’ ^ 丑o(d激『)/"丑0(3缴r-l) 
^ 兰 FQ-i(d^r)’ q = 2，3，4,… 
• 
Considering ^^''^{B) defined in Appendix A, we now have the following fine 
resolution: 
0 - nP{B) ^p.o 乂 p ’ i … - n _ _ . 0, 
where is the sheaf of germs of holomorphic F-valued p-forms. Hence, by 
Lemma B.2, we have for all q > 1, 
HVM, iF{B)) ^ r(M，否则-1(B))/否r(Af，《<^外。—1(.B)) 二 H¥�M, B), 
where H安B) is called the 否-cohomology group of M with coefficients in B. 
Meanwhile, since Da is strongly elliptic, we have 
Observing r ( M ,否 j ^ p’卜 = B附(B) e 石义p’—（B) and r(M, ^ ^P'^'H-^))= 
父-训,we have B) ^ W'^iB) and hence H'^iM, = Hp-^(B). 
Appendix C 
Proof of Theorem 6.2 
Without loss of generality we treat all (jn G L{Bt) as (fn 6 L{B), B = Bt…i.e. 
they all act on the same vector bundle (the parameter t actually only changes 
the coordinates of the bundle). W e shall show, by induction on r — 0,1,2，...， 
that in any coordinate neighbourhood Uj, if all Dj(j)j{x, t) are (7 in {x,t) and 
ipt 五厂V«，then all Djipj{x,t) are also C^ in (x, t). 
To achieve this, we first observe that by the assumptions on Et and the Sobolev 
inequality, there exists constants such that \fx 6 f/j, V/ > 0，there is a sufficiently 
large m (such that m + 1 — / > n/2) and 
< C m \ \ E t M L ( C . i ) 
for some constant c爪 dependent on m. � 
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CASE I: r = 0 
It suffices to show that any Djiljj{x, t) is continuous in t i.e. Djiljj(x, t) converges 
locally uniformly to Djipj{x, s) as i —> s. Now by (C.l), for any I > 0, 3m�I 
such that 
- < CmWEtii^t - 队 ) | | m 
< Cm\\Et1pt - Es^jjsWm + - Es)l{js\\m 
< Cm\\(t>t - (j>s\\m CmW{Et ——丑s)也||m 
\\<Pt-(f>s\\l. = ED}. Iu, I巧对(工,亡)-巧对(工，— 0 as 力—since cjn is 
assumed to be continuous in t. Moreover, \\{Et — Es)^|Js\\m — 0 as (EtiJjs)j{x) are 
C°° functions of (x, t) (because they form a family of linear differential operators 
oil M。with coefficients in {x,t). 
CASE II: r = 1 
Note that if ipt is C^ differentiable in t, then 
dih d , dE, X 
and hence rjkt is a family, because by assuming cfh is ipt is C" by C A S E 
I, and is a linear differential operator with coefficients in (rr,力).Thus, 
it suffices to prove that for any Dj, Djipj{x,t) is C^ in tk、k 二 1, ...,n, and that 
是巧吻而 0 =巧"》/M). 
Now, putting t + h = {ti, ".,tk-i,tk + Mfc+i，…“n)’ 
< Cm Et+h (功二 如—m) ^ for m > / by (C.l) 
f(i>t+h - (jh d(J)t\ fEt+k - Et dEt\ 
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4h+h-(pt dct>t — ( v f + dDi柳,t^) 2x1 
Ti df, m~ h ^ ； 
as " 4 0’ since t) are C^ in (x, t). On the other hand, ^t _ 牲、如 
乂 h dtk ) m 
and \\(Et+h — EtJrjktHm 一 0 as /i — 0 since Et is a family of linear differential 
operators with coefficients in (x, t). 
CASE III: r > 2 
Assume the case for r — 1 and prove the case for r. W e achieve this by differen-
tiating = Etipt with respect to t to (r - l)-th order: 
r - 2 
dr% 二 m-�t+Y^L�一 i—'EtW冰 
fc=0 
Since cfh is a C family and 飞l^t is a family by assumption, 
r-2 
k=0 
is a C family. By C A S E II, dl-^t is also Thus,如 is a CT family. • 
Appendix D 
Subelliptic Estimates of A;, 
In this section, we are going to derive the subelliptic estimates for A'/ (Lemma 
6 .4 ,6 . 5 and 6.6). In what follows, A < B means |yl| g C 问 for some constant 
C independent of t and G 资口’"(风）(A > B is similarly defined, and A � B 
means A< B and A > B). 
W e first state the Sobolev s-norm. Let be the space of func-
tions with compact support on M^n-i, Then for all s G R,V/ G C。�(]R2n--i), 
where /⑷ is the Fourier transform of /, i.e. /⑷ = ( 2 ? : ) ^ f 
Recall Definition 6.4 concerning \\(f)t\\{s) for cfh € ^^'^{Mt). There are a number 
of basic results for 川⑷ quoted as follows (c.f. [3], [4], [9]); 
1. Generalized Schwarz inequality: 
歸t)t < II也II�II也ll(-小 Vs > e f (风） (D.i) 
2. Plancherel relation: 
I ihOl'd^ = (27r)2"-1 J\f(x)\'dx, V/ G (D.2) 
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Note that (D.2) implies that for all f e C。⑴(IR2几-1)，||/||⑷ 二 || 八"/ll, where 
f 二 多-i((l + 丨€|2)"2/⑷)’ is the inverse Fourier transform of u. 
Similarly, we also have 
II办l|2(宇）�E j| 人((P&0f,7)� / i力||2� ’柳te 炉’q[Mt) (D.3) 
Now, for each fixed t, there is a unique affine connection V^ on Mt and a unique 
connection Dt on the vector bundle 0 St)*. The connections induce a 
covariant derivative Dtx(J)t e 资"'"（M丄 G 资则（风），VX G C T M t . 
Let (e^ j,..., be an orthonormal frame of St with respect to < • >t. Define 
I 也丨丨 It = Dt^cpu Df^冲 t >t dv 
J Mt i 
W M s t = Dte、(lh, Dte、(h >t dv 
J Mt i 
Then it can be proved that (ref. [15]) for — 0,n — l,V(/)t G 衫‘關(似丄 
(A'[小 t 水)t = 丨丨也丨 I + " ^ I W k + (D.4) 
71/ 丄 Th 丄 
for some zeroth order curvature operator Qj. Immediately from this we have 
\\4>t\\i + ll^ tlll, + WMt < (八'/0t’如)t + {(t>tAt)i (D.5) 
Ii] addition, from the construction of the connections, we can see that they are 
differentiable in t such that for any differentiable family 4>t ^ ^ "'^(Mf), any local 
complex vector field Xt on 风， 
where a盟 are differentiable in t. 
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W e now state clearly the Kohn's inequality for any differentiable famuly of sec-
tions (f)t € 劣P�q�Mt). By Kohn's inequality on Mt�(Theorem 5.4.7 of Folland-
Kohn [4], where we put the complex vector fields Ai,..., A^, to be , ..”X《n-2 
and observe that the hypothesis is satisfied with p = 2), V^^ G 沪气Mt), 
< E + (D.6) 
I,J,k, l < / < 2 n - 2 I,J,k 
W e can now proceed to the 
Proof of Lemma 6.4 
For all e （风），we have 
5 E + E (by (D.6)) 
切 I P “ 对 + 丨 叙 
； S E i i " “ A x 美 I 丨2 + 
< W M l , + 队lilt + WM^t ** See note 
… “ ) t (by (D.5)) 
**Note: This is done by using Gram Schmidt process, changing ( X ^ 
into a differentiable family of orthonormal frames (e^ .,..., J. • 
Proof of Lemma 6.5 
W e prove this lemma by induction on s. For 5 = 0, we have 
� < (zV/0, + (k, “ (••• Lemma 6.4) 
< + (by (D.l)) 
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for any e > 0 {ab < ea^ + Va, h,e> 0). Taking e > 0 to be large, we have 
For the general case, we need the following preparatory result (c.f. Folland-Kohn 
[4])： 
L e m m a D.l For any (fn e 资则(M丄 any function “ (for each fixed k) 
supported in Uk with (k 三 1 on supppk, let 
5 2 
Ai^cPt = “ {(AMuj)。"厂 1 ) � A 
I,J 
then we have 
< ||^ tl|(r+f), V r G R (D.7) 
+ A k c P u A M t < \(Ak{A';(l>t + (l>t).AMt\ + (D.8) 
...Assiiiming the case for s — 1, we have 
〜 E l l 入 “ 厂 1)丨丨2⑴ （...(D.3)) 
kyl 
� ^ \\Ak(i)t\\],^ < YjA'iAkch + Ak(jh, M(t>t)t (... Lemma 6.4) 
< E + M , AMt\ + 队| | 2 � （•/ (D.8)) 
< E\\M^t<f>t + I M A A I I � + 力 （•..（D.l)) 
A/' 
< E { ' W M ^ i ^ t + + 办 i|2⑴)+ II 办 i|2(晏） 
+ ( . ‘ . (D-7)) 
^ eW^i^t + 糾 丨 + 去 丨 丨 剑 ) + 也 + 训2(^1) (... Induction hypothesis) 
< + 糾j2(宇）， 
by choosing s > 0 sufficiently large. • 
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Proof of Lemma 6.6 
W e proceed by induction on m. The case m = 0 is exactly Lemma 6.5 when 
s = 1: 
Now, assuming the case for m — 1 and setting s — 2m + 1 in Lemma 6.5. we 
have 
< W^tMU + 丨?m-1) + WMlo) (... Induction hypothesis) 
寫 … + 輔 o ) _ 
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